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PREFACE. 

P.-I. 

This thesis is the result of some of the author's attempts to 

solve a problem on which he has been working, ~oth as teacher and student, 

for several years. He long ago reached the belief that English Composition 

as a sohool study has greater possibilities for arousing the interest of 

the student and for developing power in thought organization, than any other 

subject. But he has been oonfronted with what the majority of competent 

high school teachers assert to be the facts in the case, namely: that, in 

the entire high school curriculum, English Composition is the subject · most 

detested by the students; that it is the worst taught subject in the curric-

ulum; that, in proportion to its possibilities, its ' actual results, as seen 

by both teachers and students, are generally less than those of any other 

subject. His problem has been that of tryin.g to ' realize in practice the pos

sibilities of the subject, which are so manifest in theory. 

FO'r several years, his efforts produced hardly e,ny favorable re

sults, but a course in the Philosophy of Education Under Professor J. H. COUI'

sault of the Teachers College Faculty, promised more light. He there obta1n

ad some ideas which stimUlated him to attack the preblem afresh. This thesis 

i~ the history of this new effort. He makes no claim to having originated the 

general theories of such investigations, but has merely applied to the par

ticular field of composition, some principles which he obtained originally 

from Professor Coursault. To the latter, accordingly, is due much of t he 

credit for whatever of ~alue there may be in this thesis. 

The original theory, while not modified in an.y of its essentials, 

has been given a much clearer setting because of assistance received by the 

author from Professors Fairchild, Charters and Meriam of ~he Teachers College 

Faculty. Professor Fatrchild in particular was of great assistance in sug

gesting the com~on@sense method of developing rhetorical principles, 8S given 

in Chapter II, Section 4. 9 3205 59 
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CHAPTER o If E 

THE BUILDING OP THE THEORY 

Introductory. 

Oomposition, in the sense ot meaning the o~ganization and ex

pression in language ot one's thoughts, was an important activity ot 

man at a very early ti~e)for the reason that it was neoessary to him in 

his struggle ~or existence; indeed, without it he could scarcely have out

dis~aneed the other art~mals against ,whom he had to oontend. It arose 

long be~ore there were any schools and it would have continued and prob

ably have improved greatly if they had never come into existence. So when 

schools did arise, it was very natural tor man to introduoe into them 

oms form of study hieh should represent the valuable compos"ition ex

perienoe he had accumulated in previous times. The need for the oompo 1-
.~ ~ ~ 

tt~D:t:.ao~~y~tY! -i has inoreased wi tb man t s progress and consequently he has 
. . 

ever found !Ilore and . ore need for keeping a oorresponding subject in his 

sohool ourriculum, until now tnis branch is one of our most important 

ohool studies. It this study in our schools at the present time 1s to 

represent trUly the experienoe for · hioh it stands, it must oonform to 

the basic principles underlying that experience and any true method ot 

teaching the subjeot ~ust take tnese principles into aooount. Our first 

ta k is aooordingly to disoover if poe ible these prinoiples. 

But in the effort to find them, it must be re~emb9red that oom

position as a sohool study has been in existenee a.great length of tIme 

so that the sohool work in it has in all probability been perverted from 
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its original aim and the principles consequently muoh obscured. Ac

cordingly an examination of present school work in composition with a 

view to finding these principles would be a very difficult undertaking 

and would by no l!lean~ insure correct resul ts. Under these circumstances, 

it is well to re~e~ber that -Nature is our best psychologist" and to go 

to 'her to find these principles in their true and simplest form. 

We cannot, hwoever, go back to human experience before there were 

schools as this would be almost wholly oonjecture , bu t we can find co~

position going on to-day apparently wholly free from school influences, 

in much the same \vay as it !Dust have gone on be-fore schools oa"!lle into 

existence. An examination of such ~ co~position work to-day will take the 

plaoe of a study of the earlier experience. Again, · if we go back in the 

history of oomposition work in the sohools, the nearer we can approaoh 

its introduotion into them, the simpler and more natural the work is 

and oonsequently we oan find the basic principles there more easily. 

We also know that oomposition is only one study in school and that the 

learning of it is only one phase of the procedure by ~hich we learn any

thing. Any true ~ethod of teaching the study !Ilust then conform to the 

principles underlying the learning process,~ the process by which we 
""" ., 

learn anything. We oan find abundant material for a study of the nature 

of' this process in any or our every day experiences. 

The first part of this paper, then, will deal with the effort to 

~ind the basio principles underlying oomposition as a valuable exper

ience, wQrthy of being introduoed into the school, by examining; first, 

composition work outside the school; secondly, composition work in the 

schools in earlier times; and thirdly, the nature -of the learning pro

oess. Let us now take up the first of these divisions. 
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~ection 1. Oomposition Outside the School. 

Before beginning the discussion proper, it will be well to state 

that in this paper composition is used to mean the mental bringing to-

gether or co-ordination of images as in na~~ation and description, or 

of ideas as in exposition and argument, and the expression in language 

of these relations, usually to others. The composer discovers what 

are for him new relations between images or ideas and tries to ~Xpress 

these relations by means of oral or written language, nea~ly always 

with the purpose of giving others the benefit of his discovery by get

ting them to apprehend these relations also. 

But simply finding out what composition is, does not give us an 

adequate conception of \ its nattire,~ we cannot say we understand it fully 

unless we can determine the oonditions under whioh it will occur. Let 

us, then, investigate the oonditions under whioh the composition aot 

normally tak,es place in life outside the school. It is at once evident 

that it w1ll oocur in two forms, oral and written. 

It would be very easy to make conjeotures regarding the aotual' 

occurrence of oral composition outside the sohool, but suoh a procedure 

is not scientlfic and oonsequently not conduci ve to good resul ts. In 

this investigation-the author observed carefully the oonversation of 

Teaohers College High School students at different times when they did 

not know they were being observed, when they were free to talk as they 

would outside of school, and studied their apparent motives in such 

oonversation. After a number of observations, reoords of which were 

kept, the oonclusions given later on were drawn. But in order to make 

these conolusions clear, the record of one such oonversation as h Id by 

students in the high sohool of~ice, 1s given. Most ot the students were 

getting ready for a history lesson, and were, as usual, free to enter 
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Where-upon he presented several reasons for bein.g granted the speoial 
pri "ilege and ~~cured it. . '. . 

25. A .new boy . C$.~~in . response to a bulletin board notice, to explsln to 
t~e prinoipal why b.e ha~ not been present .at a composition conference. 
His explanation was not .satisfactory and he was told this. He then tried 
to patch up his 8X<Ns •• , .. but ·was not sucoessful. He next withdrew to a 
corner and asked. another student in the same class some question about 
the matter. This .. student had previo\lsly had some trouble for missing a 
conferenoe, so he explained themattar to the second one and apparent-
ly enjoyed having oompany in his misfortune. . 

26. During all this time three stu~ents who ~id not care to talk had 
been off in' corners intent on their books. As the hour for the history 
class drew near, more of the students qUieted down and read their les
sons silently. 
27. A boy asked where ~o find a referenoe book; another told him. 
28. A notoriously lazy boy asked several students about the length 

and worth of several history referenoes, implying that he intended to 
read only the shortest one, whioh he did, as soon as he received the 
desired information. 

·9. Disoussion as to the meaning of certain references that had been 
g i.vn rather vaguely. As soon as the matter was cleared up, silence 
ensued for some ti~e. 

30\ "/. boy who needed a ruler to plot a graph for his algebra work, ask
ed various people where to find one, until he had exhausted all possible 
sources of information. . 

31. Disoussion as to the merit of a certain teacher, between two boys; 
continued until both agreed that she asked too many questions, when it 
stopped. . 

32. After oonsiderable qUiet, whispering arose. It could not be heard 
very well, but was evidently about where to find certain history inform
a tion. 

33. The boy who could not persuade the other to leave before, now left 
wi thou t trying the other again'. 

34. Another boy persuaded a comrade to leave for the history class 
with him. 

35. One boy asked where to put oertain library books and another told 
him. 

36. A new girl arrived, but not being in the same class with the others 
said nothing. 

37. After a period of quiet for so~e time, the bell for classes rang. 

This record then will be used to illustrate the author's conclus~ 

ions regardlns the oocurrenoe of oral oomposition outside the school, 

oonclusions whioh, it must be emphasized, were by no means obtained from 

this record alone.· The paragraphs oorresponding to each condition are 

indicated by numbers. These oonolusions are that oral oo~position takes 

place outside the school when the composer desire : 

A. To produce some effect on others. 
. 1. By oontrolling them for his own ends • 

. (a) So . that they may act as he wishes. 
6-9-10-14-16-17-18-21.24-25_34 
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1. By controlling them for his own ends. (Continued). 

(b) So that they ~ay give him information. 
1-2-4-5-6-7-0-9-10-12-13-17-20-21-22-24-25-27-
28-29-30-31-32-35. 

2. By satisfying them as regards t he demands they make on him. 
1-2-4-5-6-7-8-9-12-13-15-16-19-20-21-22-25~27-28-29-
30-31-32-35. 

3. By giving tqem pleasure or SO!De other desirable emotion. 
3-9-11-12-15-19-21. 

4. By giving them usef'ul information etc. so as to influence 
them for their own good. 

12. 

a.To please himself by composition. 
1. By affording himself mental relief. 

17-25. 
2. By using his own powers or by expressing himself as the 

artist does. 
3. 

3. By pleasing others. 
3. 

It is not claimed that this is an exhaustive analysis of the con-

dltions, or that the numbers cited give any exact proportion for the 

motives in each case, but this record is typical of the general conditions 

under whioh oral composition takes place in hi gh school students outside 

the school, so far as the author has been able to discover. It is well, 

however, at this point to note the great frequency of the occurrenoe 

of the first three motives in A and the oomparative infrequence of those 

in ~. 

·The matter of determining the conditions for the occurrence of 

written composition outside the school is not so easily attended to. The 

testimony of high school students on things outside the range of the 

Deacher's observation is apt to be rather untrustworthy as there is no 

cheek on it, but ca.reful inquiry among the students wi th the best oh'ecks 

available, has resulted in the oonclusion that the condltions are ~uch 

the same as those neoessary for oral composition, particularly those 

given in A. These give rise almost exolusively to the different kinds o~ 

letters the student has oooasion t o write. Under the influence of the 
(J,,/ 

motives ~entioned in 1 6 he doesAllttle written composition in the 
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form of the diary and so~etlmes we find students who oompose stories and 

poetry apparently for the pure pleasure of doing so, but such oases are 

rare. It should be noted that there is one oondition under which the 

student writes outside the sohoo1 that does not apply to oral work, and 

that is when he wishes to put so~ething down in permanent form to serve 

as a reminder later on, in a note-boo$ for example; this, however, is not 

what we ordinarily mean by oomposition. 

To sum up, t ,hen, oompos! tion in life outside the school take'S place 

when the c~poser wishes to produoe some effeot upon others or to please 

himself by giving expression in language to new co-ordinations of ideas 

or images. Part of the pleasure ' he oreates for himself is due to the 

effect he produoes on others, oonsequently the main motive in composition 

work in ordinary life is the desire to produoe some effeot upon others. 
\ 

In this oonneotion it is well to emphasize some facts that are often over-

looked by oomposition teaohers, but which will be immediately apparent 

after referenoe to the record or to every day life outside the school. 

In general we do not purposely tell jokes or stories, give desoriptions 
., 

or information, or present arguments to people who know them as well as 

we do; that is, we do not compose unless there is some difference in 

intellectual Or emotional level between us and our audience. Again, we 

take great pains to work up our old stories, jokes, etc. tor new aoquaint

ances; that is, we do our best composition work ~or those to whom we 

think our co-ordinations of ideas or 1m ges are entirely new. 

Any inquiry into composition work outside the school, would not 

yield much fruit for teaohing purposes, unless, in addition to determin

ing the conditions under which the act ot oomposition took place, it 

would also determine the oonditions under whioh it Is improved. We 

shall aocordingly now consider this second phase of the m.,t\er. This 
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is a much easier problem than the other ror, while it is d1rricult to 

see what causes a oertain' aot o~ composition, after it 1s once started, it· 

is very easy ,to view it objectively and see when it 1s improved. We do 

not need to take down muoh data for this but oan readily tormulate the 

prinoiples by a little thought. 

In this oonneotion it is well to remember what is a mere oommon

place, that we do not as a rule tamper with things that are satisfactory. 

It is thus with composition; so long as the composer 1s suceessful in pro

ducing the desired effect on others or in pleaSing himself adequately, he 

does not try to improve in expression, and consequently not in the origi

na.l organization or thought baok of the expression. It is only when he 

fails in these lines that he tries to improve in . them; this is very well 

illustrated in paragraphs 23, 24, 25 ,of the record on pages six and seven, 

where the students after failing in their efforts, try to re~edy the mat

ter by improving the expression of their thoughts. It will accordingly 

simplify the "matter if we try to discover the conditions under which a 

oomposer fails in his expression. 

In the first plaoe if he has only a hazy notion of what he is try

ing to do, that is, if he does not apprehend clearly the precise effect 

he is trying to produce on others or the precise pleasure he 1s trying 

to give himself, he cannot or course aim straight at his goal and SQ will 

likely miss it. Also he may realize olearly what he is trying to do, sad 

yet not be fUlly ali ve to ' the value of it so that he fails to put, forth 

his best efforts and does not do what he is perfeotly capable of doing. 

Aga.in) 1 t may be that in 1mi tatlng others or in the exuberanoe of hope, etc" 

he has unoonsciously set up for himself an ideal of expression far beyond 

his present powers of expression, in which case he is of course sure to 

tail. 

But in allot these the failure to attain a strongly desired ideal 

of expression is the determining faotor. So long as the composer is 
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successful in his efforts at expression, he has no ocoasion to consider 

the process, 'his attention being wholly centered on his ends. But if 

he is unsuccessful, his attention is naturally directed to improving the 

process. He will not, however, attempt to improve this process unless 

he desires very stronglY to attain his ideal ot expression and so is 

willing to make the effort again. In a great many oases we see the com

poser, although he knows he has failed, oontent to let things go rather 

than make a harder second effort. 

Up to this point, while we have been investigating the conditions 

under whioh oomposition oocurs and is Im~roved in lite outside the schoo~, 

we have dealt with a comparatively 1 number of individual cases. 

Let us now pursue the inquiry in a still broader field, in the field ot 

composition in the school where we are concerned with the composition ex

perience of the countles8 millions of individuals who have lived in 

the past. 

§egtlon 2. CompositIon in the School. 

Oomposition, like any other branch of the curriculum, is a con

densed mass of valuable experiences to whioh the stUdent 1s to be intro

duced. Its specific function is to enable him, as f r as possible, to 

develop his powers of expression in language and improve in their use 

~o that he will produoe satisfactory effects upon others and also please 

himself more adequately. We shall now try by an examination of these 

experiences to find the oonditions under whioh the individual composes and 

improves in his expression. But we must again recall the fact that com

position has been taught tor ages so that the underlying principles as 

they appear in the study to-day are much obscured. Acoordingly, let us 

go back to the earlier periods of the teaohing Of the subjeot in order 

that we may find the principles in a Simpler and less distorted torm. 

The origin of rhetoric, Or what is the same thing, the introduction 
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of the study of oomposi tion into the sohools, is involved": obscuri ty 

and it 1s not worth our while to spend any time in .ere conjecture. We 

do, however, have a tradition of its origin which, while ot oourse it is 

of no value as a proof, does harmonize with what we should naturally ex

pect to have been the case, and what is more to the point, with later 

historical occurrences that are known to be authentio. Let us then ex-

amine this tradition, not as a true account of any real event, but merely 

as an illustration of the underlying principles of the event as it ~

~ did occur. 

According to most of the treatises on rhetorio, the story runs 

that after the expulsion of the tyrants from Syracuse about 460 B.C. a 

~ultitude of demoorats arose to claim property of which either they or 

their anoestors had been dispossessed. Under the deo oratic admil1istrat

ion eaoh man had to preset to the court hi s claims in pe~son, and as 1 

most cases there were a number of conflicting ole i ~s, the. man who could 

best present his claim, won. In this situation Vorax is represented as 

conceiving the idea of devising rules to help these claimants and so in

stituting the art of rhetoric. It will be notioed that this account il

lustrates the principle that only when men ' failed to produce by language 

the desired effect on others, did they feel the need of improving th,tr 

oompositiorj. 

Coming on down now to authentio history, however the art may have 

originated, the advantage of using the -principles of Corax was seen and we 

know that the sophists soon applied them to expression in every sphere of 

life. ,Then literary ~en began to e~ploy them to please themselves as well 

as their audiences better. All the improvements in rhetorio since have 

taken place in the saae way, ooming largely for the reason that men have 

~ound themselves in situations where they have been required to produce 

new effects by language. Oonsequen,tlythey have failed when using th 
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old methods of expression and so have turned their attention to im-

proving th.e old methods or to originating new ones. Por instance men 

studied composition at i~st that they ~ight better persuade others; 

during the mid that they might be more successfUl ~n churoh dis

putations; and after the invention of printing mai~1 . that they might be 

more pro~1cient in all the forms of written composition. But the essen

tial fact stands out olearly that men improved in oomposition only when 

they failed to produoe by language the desired effect on others or to 

please themselves ad tu tely and so felt a need for improving their pro

oesses of composition. Whioh fact, it will be recalled, confirms our 

oonclusion from the discussion in section 1. 

But to tntinue, if composition as a study 1s a raoial experience 

that is of use in ens'bling the student better 10 fi t himself for hi s 

present environment, it is evident that he w1ll work up best to the pre

sent situation by a thorough rea11zation of the essentials of this ex-

periance. This does not mean that he will have to follow the course of the 
~ 

race as the culture-epooh theorists hold, but that it will be best ~or 

him to relive in his own consciousness typical composition experiences 

that others have had and tound to be valuable. It he is to get the full 

benefit ot these experiences, it 1s advisable for him to undergo them in 

a .natural W8Y,- in other words, just as former individuals underwent them. 

It he is to realize htmselt tully now in the field of composition, there 

should be an identi ty of the essentials in his own expe.rienoe wi th those 

in the experiences of former individuals; in short, if he is to improve 

in his composition, he should first fail to produoe the desired eftect on 

others or to please himself adequately. 

From the foregoing considerations of the principles underlying com

position, on the one hand as an aotivity outside the school and on the 

other as a part of' the ourrioulum, ·let us now tUrn Our attention to the 

way in whioh the student's natural activity that he brings with him to 
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to sohool is utilized in introduoing him to the curriculum. 

Seotion 3. !he Nature of the Learning Process. 

If men are to live and make an; progress, it is very necessary for 

them to aoquire valuable experienoe -and informat1on,waether they go to 

sohool or not. We ... see them all the time aoquiring such experience and 

information outside the sChool, and as the emphasis here is on the value 

of these things for life and not on the means of obtaining them, we ma)' 

oall this W&1 of aoquiring them the.l~e-prooess.. But in sohool, al

though Jhe end. are tne • 8&me as in life outside, ' the emphasis is for the 

time being on the method of aoquiring the experienoe and information 

and so we may designate this way of acquiring them by the name of the 

-learning prooess-. COmposition 1s only one branch of the ourrioulp 80 

it 1s evident that the prinoiples 1nvo~ved in its pursuit must oomform 

to those upon which the learning process depends. Let us then endeawor 

to .find these latter, beginning with an" examination of the life process. 

If we analyze any aot of lite by whien we aoquire new experience, 

that is, . any act to whiCh we oonso1ously attend, we shall find that there 

are three distinct phases in its ocourrence. First, the individual 1s 

in a present situation tha.t tor some · reason 1s not satisfaotory to him. 

He in some W&1 pro3ects or oreates in imagination for himself an ideal 

situation that promisee to be more satisfact~r1 to him. He usee thought 

as a bridge to reaoh this ideal, that ia, he thinks of ways ot putting 

himself into the ideal situation. If he believes be has hit up6n the 

right means)he probably tries it. It suooessful he oeases to think ot 

this problem; it not suooessful, he tries ou~ in though~ other ways of 

attaining the ideal until he gets . one he thinks may work, _ben he tries 

it 8 before. 

Let us take an illustration from an experience eamlllar to nearly 

every writer. A person 1s using a fountain pen, yet so long as it 
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oontinuel to writa easily, he glvesit no more thought than he does the 

motion of his hand; it is en~irely outside his field of oonsoiousness. 

But let the ink stop running, and his attention is at onoe directed to 

the pen; he is in a highly unsatisfaotory present situation. He of 

oourse withes to oontinue writing and this 1s his ideal situation. Ao

cordingly he proceeds to try ou. in thought various means of .attaining 

the ideal, 1n other words, of making the pen work. He first thinks ot 

what may aause the stoppage of the ink, probably oonsidering that it is 

dqe either to his having used all the ink up, or to some temporary ob-
1 . ~ 

struction in the pents teed. He does not recall that the pen has flow-

ed very freely lately so is inolined to think it is the latter cause and 

a shake of the pen .hiah foroes a drop of ink out, oonfirms him in this 

belief. He now thinks of ways of removing this obstruotion, considering 

whether the foroing out of more ink w1ll be like1, to remedy the matter 

or whether" it will be neoessary to take the pen to pieoes and clean it 

tho.aughly. Be tries the for.mer as it is the easier, but .it does not 

work and so he tries the other. !his plan works and he now reaChes his 

id~al of writing with a pen that does not require his attention. He has 

aoquired 8D experienoe that is invaluable for just suoh troubles with 

fountain jans in the future, one that will enable him to solve the prob

lem more eas1ly and quioklr another time. I~ 11 of this the points to 

be emphasized are that he is in a present unsatisfaotory situation; he 

projeots an ideal situation; he attempts to reaCh /the latter by thinking 

out and then trying various means of control. It 1s thus with all our 

other actIQns in conscious life. 

coming 9n down now to the learning process as simply a phase of 

the life prooess, we find that the learner In school is plaoed in an 

unsatisfaotory situation; he is led to form an ideal situation that 

promises to be more satisfaotory forh1s purposes; he is led to tryout 
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in thought various means of rea~lng it until he decides upon one that 

is likely to prove satisfaotory, ,in ,which oase he tries 1 t in practice 

and reaches the ideal situation, else tries another. The teacher in 

~ohool sees that the whole process takes place within the field of the 

curriculum, so that the student w1ll in this wa1. re-l1ve and thus ac

quire the Valuable experienoes for wh;oh the cUrriculum stands. Por 

example, a teaCher wishes a student to learn how to spell the word 
• 

·con'brol-. Ac·cordingly J after getting him to the point where he tries to 

use this word, the teaoher then makes him dissatisfied with hie present 

spelling of' the word. He is induoed to desire to spell it correctly, 

this is his ideal situation. He then thinks of various wa1S of find

ing out how to spell it, finally deciding to look it up in his diotion

ary beoause this 1s the shortest and surest way. !hus he determines hie 

means of control and ohanges from a present uneatis'actory to a satis

faotory situation as regards the spelling of' this partioular word. T.he 

teacher has only utili&ed the life proo~ss in having the student learn 

one seleoted bit of valuable information. 

As we have now finished our threefold inquiry into the nature of 

tAe basi. principles of oomposition s an experienoe worthy of being 

introduoed 'into the sChool, we are in a position to formulate the ess n

tials of a true method of teaching the subject,.rue beoause it oonforms 

to the nature ot the basic prinoiples. 

Section 4-. The Theory Formulated. 

Any method ot teaaming compesition must of oourse provide for im

proving the prooess, but it is ,at onoe obvious that, before we can make 

any improvement in composition, we must have the act ot it going on; 

consequently the first thing to do 1s to get the student to oomposing. 

If we remember the treatment of the oonditions under which oomposition 
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naturally oocurs, we shall reo~ll that it takes. place when the composer 

desires to use language to prod~oe some effeot on o.there or to please 

himself, consequently any correot method of teaChing it must provide 

for plaoing the student in such a situation that he will naturally de

sire to compose in order that ·he may influenoe others or please himself. 

We shall th~s get a process and it will then be time enough to speak of 

ways of bettering it. 

3m oonsidering means tor improving the prooess, it must be remem

bered that, as long as a person's composition produces the desired et-

feot on others, or pleases himself adequately, it 1s satisfactory to 

him and so remains unnoticed. If )then/thie prooess. is to be improved, 

it must be brought to the composer's mind in such a way that he will not 

be satisfied with its results, so th~t A. he will attend to it and be ready 

to consider ways of improving it. !he correct method of teaching the 

subject then must provide for plaoing the student in such a situation 

after he has composed, that he will realize very clearly that he is not 

produoing the desired effect on others or is not pleasing himself ade

quately. This, it will be reoalled, is aooording to the natural way. 

If -to realize that we were wrong were sufficient to make us 

do right, few of us would do wrong; in the same way, if to realize that 

we were not producing satisfactory results by composition were suf-

fioient to insure oorrecting it, there would be very little inefficient 

oomposition work. But we know that the one is not true . and it is the 

same way with the other. The student nearly all the time admits that he 

has not produced the desired effect on others or pleased himself ade-

· quately, but this in · itself makes his composition work no better in the 

future. Any correct method of teaChing the subject .8 must provide for 

the creation of an ideal that will be BO strongly desired that the student 
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oanmot rest until he has tried to attain it. He must be induoed to set 

up for himself a higher ,ideal in composition and brought to desire it 

80 strongl, that he will not be content until he has tried to reaCh this 

ideal in a new · composition effort. 

It may be, however, in some few oases that the pupil reaches hie 

ideal of expression and is perfeotly satisfied. If this is the oase, the 

ways of expression will not be attended to, 8S we have shown and he 

w1l1 make no improvement the next time. In suCh cases, the method of 

teaChing must provide in some way tor showing such a pupil that there 

are better ways of expression than he has used ••• aep although the ones 

he employed have been satisfaotory to him. In this way he may be led to be 

unsatisfied eventually with his expression although at first he was 

pleased with it. As soon as he realizes that he is not satisfied with 

his oomposition, the method may proceed as before. 

It would me of little avail to get a student to composing, to 

make him ~~tisfied with his work, and to induce him to project a 

strongly desired 1deal,unless ·some means of attaining this ideal were 

shown him. Consequently it remains to state that the true method of 

teacn1ng composition must provide for leading the student to attain 

his 1~eal of expression, using of course first his own resources which 

he 'may have overlooked or not used properly at first, and secondly those 

new ones to whioh the teaCher may direct him. 

Having now ,stated in a somewhat scattered way the essentials of 

the oorreot method of teaChing in accordanoe with the basio principles 

ot the prooess of oomposition, let us now gather up these essentials 

and state them more clearly. Aocordingly, 1n the light of our previoua 

discussion we may oonclude that the true method of teaching composition 

should: 

A. Oreate in the pupil the desire ~or composition by placing him 

in a situation where he will 8trOng~deSire to use language 





(a) TO produce some effeot on others. 
(b) TO please himself. 
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B. Place him in a diffioulty as regards the effeotiveness 
of his composition by making him realize olearlythat 
he is not 

(a) Produoing the desired effect on others. 
<_> Pleasing himself adequately. 

C. Induce in him the formation of a highly desired ideal 
of composition . 

(a) When he already knows he is not producing the 
desired effect or pleasing himself adequately. 

(b) When he is satisfied as regards these things,in 
this oase he must be shown a higher ideal and 
induced to desire it strongly. 

D. Lead the pupil to solve aia diffioulty, or to attain his 
ideal, by using: 

(aj His own resouroes. 
(b) Other resources to which the teaoher directs him. 

In this method it must be emphasized that the ideal of composi

tion gets its vitality from the original purpose of the composer. If 

he is made to realize keenly hie failure to oompose successfully where 

sucoess is vitally oonneoted with his most intense interests, he will 

not easily be oheeked until he attains the ideal of expression. But 

if he is set to oomposing under suCh conditions that he has only a per

funotory interest in the end to be gained by the process and consequent

ly really does not o~re if he is unsuccessful in his expression, he may 

even fail to form any definite ideal at all. He must therefore be set 

to composing on matters in which he is vitally interested, he must have 

a very definite purpose that can be aooomplished only through oomposition 

the process must be started under a full head of steam. 

This ooncludes the building of the theory and we are now ready to 

take up the next chapter which deals with the theory of praotioe. 
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CHAPTER TWO • 

THE . THEORY IN PRACTICE. 

In troductorY. 

This ohapter deals with the author.'s experiments in putting the 

theory into practi e in the Teachers College High School* of the Univerii~ 

. ty of Missouri auring 1907-8. The author had full charge of the ~etoric 

and Oomposition oourse which is known in the school as "English II". This 

course is required of all students in the high school who wish to prepare 

,. ~or entranoe to the l1r1lve~S'i ·ty', un less they gi ve very sa ti sfactory evi

dence of having had the full equivalent of the work elsewhere. There were 

in t he class during the year a tota~ of sixty-five students, distributed 

tnctsnee sections ; Section. I being taught by the author and the other two 

sections by practice teachers. For further information concerning the gen

eral na:b-· re of ·the course and for complete detail·s regarding the personnel 
, t_. • 

of seot~<m: l..ri~~·: t.k.ft " reader is referred to appen.dices A and ~ respecti vely. 

The accounts deal wi,th the work of all three sections, but !llainly wi th 

that of Section I. Whenever the word ~eacheI: is used in this ohapter, the 

auth9~ is meant unles~ otherwise ~pecified. 

In these descriptions of the experi!Ilents the author has taken grea.t 

pains to give the facts as they actually oocurred, in a plain, unvarnished 

~Qrm and to avoid inJecting any personal opinions into the acoounts. He 

- \ firmly believes that 'the descriptions represent fal\My well what any 

careful and impartial observer would have been likely to record. 

The chapter follows the 'general pla.n of the outline of the essen.tial 

principles o~ a true method of teaching composition as given on pages sev-

* This sohool is the Practi98 Sohool for high school teaohers in the 
Teachers Oo11:~ge of : ehe Uni versi ty of Mi sBouri. 





enteen and eighteen, the sections oorresponding to the main divisions 
~ , , .. . ;.:' lfI-je 
there. In additlon) there 1s a section illustrating the way the whole 

theory was applied to the teaching o~ description. 

~eotiQn 1. Creation in the Student of a Desire for the Aot or Composi-

tion. 

The first great effort of the course was to get the students into 

situations where they would wish to oo~pose, and this was aimed at main

ly by placing them where they would wish to produce by composltlmn some 

effect upon others. 

To begin with, while they were not purposely ~laced in situations 

where they would wish to oontrol others by co~position, advantage was 

very frequently taken of times when they did wish to do this and they 

were advised to attempt it through the medium of themes; in nearly all 

such themes they tried to influenoe the teaoher. Several times during 

the year they were asked to give suggestions for improving the course ,snd 

at one time they wrote to inform him of the conditions under Jvhich they 

did their best writing so that he could do better work with them indlv}d

'Ually in the :ru ture. The last exerci se of the year was a long theme in , .... "~ 
~.". 

which each stUdent endeavored to tell the teacher~~ he had gotten~ out 

of the course during the year. Student No. 4* with three others had ap

parently "cut" a class on a day when a holiday was granted by one of the 

departments in the University, but not by the High School; he was permit

ted to hand in a brlet# to show that the group did not "cut" the olass and 

hence should not reoeive the regular punt~hment. One o'f the boys, Student 

No.3, was disciplined over his protest for missing two conferences with

out a satisfactory excuse, and on his own initiative wrote a brief to 

prove to the teacher that the punishment was too severe. A boy who was 

* Numbers suoh as this refer to students in Section I as listed in 
Appendix I. 

i For a copy of this brief see Appendix Q. 
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doing very ' poor work in all his subjects without apparent excuse, was al

lowed to present, in the form of a theme, his reasons for such conduct to 

the principal. It is evident that in all of these cases the students had:, 

strong motives for influencing the teacher in a certain direotion and all 

suoh themes showed the benefit of it, for they were among the best receiv-

ed during the year. 

Again, great pains were taken to have the student realize that other 

people were making demands upon him which he would like to satisfy by his 

composition work. In doing this the first thing was never to let the stu-

.dent lose sight of his audience. Students were frequently required to 

read their themes to the class, often getting out in front, so as better 

to realize they had an audience. The teacher did not read the~es to the 

olass except hen giving very adverse oriticism; when he had discovered 

good themes he wished to have read out, the authors were called upon to 

read' them. The best themes for each assignment were frequently put upon 

the bulletin boards and the rest of the ' class examined them. Often, too, 

when the assignment was given, the students were cautioned to write for an 

imaginary audience,- in explaining, to write as though the audience were 

t tally ignorant of 'the subject; in a debate, as though the audienoe at 

first believed in the other side of the proposition, eto. But to cap all, 

the teacher served as a ~eader for every theme. He read the~ all conso!« 

entlously, asking for only so much written work as he could thus attend to. 
a 

It is not, how"ver, sufficient forAstp'd.~ilt to know that he has an 

audienoe; he must feel that his audienoe is making a positi~e de~and upon 

him, if he is to do good composition work. This demand was created by 

having the student write on individual subjects. He was permitted and en

oouraged to give narratives of his individual personal experiences; to 

describe thing'S and scenes the class had never seen"'; to explain' things he 

* This was perhaps unusually easy to do beoause the students in the olass 
came , from allover Missouri and surrounding states. 
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was interested in, but whioh the rest of the class knew little about; and 
a 

to present to the class treatments of historical pOints necessary toAclear 

understanding of the olassics used in the course, which historical ~ater

la1 none of the other students were expected to look up. Also he was en-

couraged in the oonferences to work upon things con~rning which he felt 

he ~.new more than the teacher and to narrate, describe and explain such 

things to the teacher. Student No. 15, for instance, who was having a 

great deal of trouble with exposition, took much interest in explaining 

to the teaoher the peculiar meaning of certain words as used in his home 

region in Oklahoma, and consequently improved considerably in this kind 

of writing ~rom that time on. 

One way of emphasizing this demand of the audience upon the writer 

was the use of criticism. This was given by the other me~bers of the class 

when the the~es were read, the teacher taking great pains to see that it 

was fair, good-natured and kindly. When a student needed a rebuke for 

presenting careless work to the class, the teacher called upon a student 

whom he knew would give the required criticis~ in a fearless, yet friend

ly way. The teaoher also gave private criticism that was close and severe, 

yet kindly and sympathetio, in aim, on all themes handed in. 

In oreating the desire ~or oomposition, one of the most helptd 

things is to get tllims:t;u,cReht"Jtoeompose because he wishes to please himself. 

This can be done in various ways, but the prime requisite is to keep hi~ 

interested. In doing this it is of the utmost importance that he be per

mi tted to . choose subjects he is intere fed in and for this reason it was 

the custom in the course to allow the students just as much liber~y as 

possible in this regard. The class was required to write in one form of 

disoourse at a time and to bring out oertain things in the oomposition, but 
the 
Amembers were nearly always free to ohoose their own subjeots. The extent 

to .·which they availed themselves of this freedom may ber aeen from the two 

following illustrations • . In the. first plaoe, toward the end of the year) 
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the students Were asked to explain their favorite qUbtations to the rest 0 

of the class, as an exercise in exposition. A list of good old familiar 

quotations was given in the text and they were referred to this, but out 

of twenty 6'ner themes handed in, two students chose the same qUQtation 

from the book, and two others chose Ifferent ones, but the other seven

teen chose subjeots entirely outside the book, none of them duplicates. 

About the sa~e time eaohstudent was also requested to define two terms 

in which he was interested. In all, forty-five were defined, and it would 

thus have been possible to have had forty-five duplicates, but instead 

there were only five and some of these were due to the fact that the auth

ors were in other olasses toget .er, where the teachers had recently been ' 

t 'aking great pains to make certa.in concepts clear to them. 

But even if a student has an interesting subject, he cannot long re

main interested in composition work if he is set a task that is too dif

ficult for him, consequently the teacher gave close attention to the grad

ation of the work in the course, so as to retain the interest of the stu

dent. The work began with narratives of the personal experiences of the 

students, which were, of course, intensely interesliing to them, and alsa 

very easy to manage, because the organization was nearly all provideQ for 

by a pre-determined time sequence whi ch the student had only to :rollow. 

Then the work progressed through description where the matter of organi~ 

zat10n was more difficult, into the more abstract forms of exposition and 

argume~t. Within eaoh of these general division.s the gradation of the 

work was also carefully watched; for instance, in description the :runda~ 

mental image came first, then the point of view, then arran.gement of de

tails, then force, etc. 

Again it is possible to make an appeal to a boy so that he will de

sire to compose, it it be.l remembered that he tal{es pleasure in doing what 

he can do well. For this reason also, the work was oarefUlly arranged so 

as to go from the easy personal narratives up through the more abstract 
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work, always keeping within range of the ~tudent's present advancement. 

Furthermore, those having natural a.ptitude for the work were encoura.ged 

to take pride' in doing what they could do well, which led to good re

sults. At first thought it might appear that this is a motive that ap

plies to very few, as not many students are supposed to have great abil

ity in composition, but as a matter of fact it can be relied upon to reaoh 

almost every student some time in the year. It 1s very seldom indeed that 

a student is equally good in all the forms of wri ting; ,and, as soon as a. 

new form of discourse is ta.ken up, there is a general shifting of the rel

ative stan,ding of the students. The reader will find the record of the 

students of Section I, in this regard, in Append1x~. 

And lastly, advantage of the audience was taken to give the student 

a chance to please himself by giving pleasure or useful information to 

others through his composition work. The utmost free90m in this respect 
1 

was allowed the students and they were perfectly free to give the audienoe 

jokes, tales, descriptions, etc., thet had pleased them. They did this 

ver tr quently. Then too they were enoouraged by means of looking up 

individual topics to present valuable information to the rest of the olass. 

The authol"s experienoe is that such an aSSignment as this pleases almost 

any stUdent and is especially efficacious in arousing a lazy or listless 

one. Student No. 18, ordinarily put in about an hour and a half on a les

son and usually said that he considered the study o~ composition to be 

rath$r uninterestin,g. He was assigned the task of being responsi ble for 

all necessary Italian history, while the class was on Addison; in perform

ing this duty he ransaoked the school library and his home library as well, 

putting in several times as much time as usual, apparently with the great

est eagerness and pleasure. At any rate, it was very evident that he took 

decidedly more interest in the work as a whole from that ti$e on. 





.aection 2. Creation in the studAAt Of' a st,.to of Unsltisfaction as 

Reiards the Effectiveness of his S;ompos1tion, 

Mter the student has begun to oompose so that there is some pro

oess to work upon, the method next requires that he be brought into a state 

of unsatisfaction as regards the effect! ven.ess of his composi tion, or else 

he will pay no attention to the process and consequently will not t~y to 

improve it. The word unsatisfaction is purposely used in this connection 

to indioate that at this stage ehe prooess the oomp~ser is merely not 

satisfied with the effectiveness of his composition, but is determined to 

control the si tuation ~d S? " brin~ . a~ou~ the desired effecti veness. He 
.. , ttl '.,~ ... ... ' ~ ,. \ 

does not ~~ the least despair or desire to abandon the effo?t as he would 

if he were in a state of dissat1sfactlon. In bringing about this state of 

mind, two means ,were used~ first, criticism by the class as an audience; 

and secondly', ort ticism by the teaoher. The first one of these produoed 

by far the greater results; for a confirmation of this s~ tttt the reader 

is referred to the table of motives in Chapter! ·'!brae, Section II. 

In getting the ola.ss to criticise as an audience, ma.ny themes 

were read out to them by the autpors. In this case it will be remembered 

that the oriticism was always frank, but kindly and was kept so by the 

teacher,. A boy :resd a joke to the class and saw they did not laugh a1-
} 

though he knew his 'joke was far runnier than others at whioh they ' had 

laughed freely. A girl told a story and some ne o1)3ficted that he could 

see n,o point to :1. t and became more-mixed up" the farther she went along. 

Another girl tried to explain somethitl and' some one said he could not tell 

wha~ she was"driving at' A girl gave a description of a building and anoth

er girl sa'td she could not form e. picture of it in her mind. A ~oy repeat..

edly put a dry-ss-dust moral on the end of' each story, until he read one to 

the clsss and was criticised for preaching when there was no need of it. 

The authors in all these cases ~ew they had not managed their oomposition 
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rightly and they alway,s remedied the faults in the next theme or at anJ 

rate made a noble effort to do so. 

In this oonnection it is well to state that an objection sometimes 

brought by oomposition teachers against such class criticism, that it J>ro

duces much bad feeling among the -students and consequently soon resul ts in 

their refusing to cri ticlse each other, appeared to be wi thou~ a'qequate 
• l"! ' •• ' . I: . 

foundation. Ill-natured criticism was praotically unknown in the course 

and there was no difficulty whatever in getting students to criticise €Fl :.J1.fl1. 

enough. Indeed, it was a trifle hard to curb their zeal, as they entered 

upon the work with such a zest that they found too many defects to consider 

conveniently at one time. The teacher's problem accordingly, was how _to 

suggest in a general way what to look for and how to keep the critici. 

aocurate and more diBorim~ating, a task that was by no means difficult. 

Suoh c~lticism as this, however, did not prove severe enough for the 

worst cases, so the teacher read suc~A themes to the olass after he had read 

them previously. In such instances, the authors were unknown to the class 

Bothera was the frankest possible ~d most thorough oriticism from all the 

students, frequently ~ven from the author who saw his theme in a different 

light when it was read by some one else. Often the mere readi»g by the 

teacher, who of course more or less unoonsciously put into the reading his 

ewn interpretation- of the sense, sufficed t .o show the author that the teach

erts meaning was far different from what he intended to give. Siang was 

r, dily oured in this way, students who often used it themselves in conver

sation refusing to permit it to oreep into a written theme Whioh they regard

ed as something more permanent and which should accordingly, in their op

inion, not oontain things so transien.t a~d careless as Slang. A striking 

example of the efficacy of such critioism was the following case. The 

teacher had tried in vain to get a hard-working, earnest, but eocentric 

young man, who was an inveterate reader and admirer of ~~ry Jal1e f.!~Q.lrne .. ~, 
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from perpetrating upon the class a species of fine writing that outdid 

even his favori te author • .. Finally,in desperation, the teaoher read to 
. 

the class one of his efforts in which~in all sertousnessJhe described a 

visit to his sweetheart. Among other things he told of her raven hair 

and eyes like the stars of heaven; he also described how he pursued his 

way through the solitary night, etc. The students went into a spasm of 

laughter, an~; as soon as they could tall,a discussion arose as to whether 

the author was giving a humorous sketch, or was in "dead" earnest. The 

matter was finally decided in favor of the former, the students stating 

that anyone would have more sense than to try to be serious in any such 

fashion as that. The author in a conference later c~nfided to the teacher 

that he meant it in all seriousnessj-' M.d had never before realized what 

other people thought of such expressions. He never again wrote such a thin~ 

his themes being thereafter fairly sensible and sane in tone. 

In addition to the criticism of the class, that offered by the teach

~r is a very valuable factor in placing the student in. such a . si tuation 

that he realizes he is not producing the desired effect upon others. In 

this course, however, the main effort was to have the teacher give his 

criticism only as a more exacting audienoe of classmates would do. Readers 

who desire a detailed justification of this procedure are referred to 

. Ohapter Three, Seotion II where the motives that influence students to do 

good composition work,are given. ' The teacher was always careful to give 

written criticisms of such a nature that there would be constant reference 

to what an ordinary audience has 8 right to expect, for example: that $ 

story have but one clear-cut point; that an outline give clearly the whole 

thing at onee, as well as the part.; that a piece of expositb~y writing be 

clear to persons ignorant of the subjec~; ' tha\ an argument be suited to a 

person who has no particular opinion onaway or another, or who is at pre

sent inolined to favor the other side, etc. This same prooeidure was 





carri.ed . out wi th great success in the conferences where i twas easy to 

show the student that he had not produced what would be a ~ood effect 

upon an ordinary audience. 

Closely akin to this was the plan of takin~ the student when he was 

satisl'fed wi th the effect and producing the opposi te feeling in him. ' Wbt·s 

was done either in written criticisms or in conferences by inti!1lating that 

he had not done his best, or that he had not done hi s hest .. as t hEH'cSfJe 

!Ilight be. These !Ilethods 'were used time and again during the year wi th 

excellent results, seldom if ever failing to make the student unsatisfied 

with the effect produced, . and determined to do better. 

Through both of these agencies, then, .criticism by fellqw students 

.'""and teacher, the aim was to make the student not satisfied with the effect 

he was p~odu'lng upon others by means of his composition. 

The t.,k of gettiflg the student to realize that he is not Pleasing 

hi!llself adequately by his composition work is on the whcble not a. hard one. 

In perhaps the majori ty of cases he reali zes it full well wi thout an., ::as-

slstance from the teaoher. Very often when a student came to conference 

and was slaked about a oertain theme, his reply was sO!!lething like thi s: 

"That .as poor, I ·knew; I tried pretty hard, but I si!I1ply coul~t~ .,get i t 

to come out the way I wanted it.- In such cases there was nothl~g left for 

the t&~cher : £o do on- thls pOint. 

In the .&eoond place a great effort was made to have the student 

form the habi t Of cri ticising his own theme so that he would thus. refuse 

to be pleased with shallow efforts. This was accomplished by giving ~he 

student oarefUl wri tten cri ticism on his theme, and detailed oral c~i ti-

cism in conferences. The written eriticis!Ils were almost without exception 

in the for!ll of questiol1s, that could not be answered until the student had 

carefully re-exa!Ilined his work for hi!llself. Great care was taken to ask 
It 

questions that could not be answered by "yes" or "no" so that the student 

was led to form the habit ~r criticising his ovm work before he ' handed · 





it in. Examples of such questions are these: "How does this conclusion 

help out your story"t-"How do these three sentenoes he»p out your des

oriptian"?-"What are you trying to do here"?"Is this what you intended 

to say·,-"Do you really mean this,tt."Read this as though you had never 

Been it before; do you easily grasp its meaning? ' What remedy can yo 

suggest 1" All of these eT1:c'ouraged cri ti 01 8m on the part of the au thor 

and so m~e him mo~e likely not to be pleased with his effort. 

,Another way of showing him that he was not pleasing himself ade

quately was by comparing his pres~mt poor effort with some of his more 

successful ef~orts in the past, this of course being done as a rule at the 

conferences. However, if a teacher has a very good memory, he may indicate 

suoh thin,gs by wri tten comments. It was hard for the author to remember 
he 

so many themes all the time, sOAdid this work at the conferences. It was 

very easy to do it then, as each student was required to bring his complete 

file of themes for the year to eaoh conference, so that it was possible to 

reter at once to any back themes. A hasty turning of the pages and ob

serving the past criticisms sufficed to call up to the teacher without 

any effort all the material he cared to use for such comparisons. This 

neoessitated good sensible praise for the student when he deserved it so 

that he would remember the pleasure he received from being co~~ended for a 

good effort, and could compare this plee.sure wi th what he 'experienced in 

being criticised for something not so good. Again, in the informality of 

the conference it was possible to show a student that he was not pleaSing 

hamself adequately beoause he was not doing so well as oertain others he 

reoognizee as his inferiors or equals. This was not done in publio so it 

did not humiliate the student, while the other students were not injured, 

for they were in a sense praised for doing superior work. This was found 

to be a powerful influence for controlling some students, being used suc

cess~lly on Nos. 1,4,7,9,10,11,14,15,16,17,22. It, however, required 

some oare in handling. 
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Section 3. Inducing tTl the student the Fgrmation of 8 H!ihly Desired 

Ideal d'f Compos! tiQP', 

Unfortunately, as we all know, realization df failure is not suf

ficient to insure success at the next endeavor in the same field. Only 

too often composition teachers hear something like this: "I know I am not 

doing that right, but I just can't do it and it's no use to try"; or, 

"That's all rl~ht for So-and-So, but I oan't do anything ,like that". The 

author's experience leads him to believe that the battle 1s half won if 

the student can be made to realize that the desired effect is possible, 

This was usually managed in the conferel1ces and was accomplished by ta.ct

ful reference to what others whom the student recognized as his inferiors 

or equals, had dona, or to some of his past themes where he had accomplish

ed' what he set out to do. After he once realized that the desired effect 

was possible, appea.ls to his respect for his audience, to his self-pride 

and to hi s spiri t of ri valry could be depended upon, to accompli sh the re

sult, if anything would •. 

In cultivating a respect for the audience it ~st be remembered 

that the teacher saw to it that the criticism from the other members of 

the class was kind, but very frank and just. It was found that students 

dread&d such oriticism if they deserved it, mere than any other; but, if 

they did not deserve it, . seemed not to mind it particularly, except that 

in the latter case, they naturally defended their work against it. One ex

perience of reading to the class a theme that was poor because of careless ...... j 

ness was usually sufficient for the writer, at least for a long time. Also, 

when the writer did please his audience, the pleasure he experienced was 

very keen if his face was any index of his feelings, and the teacher was 

oareful to see that the audience gave him this praise when he deserved it. 

The most impassi ve boy's fae'e would light up wi th pleasure when he recei v

ad commendation from his fellows, and he would naturally desire to o_ta1n 

such pleasure again, 
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In appealin.g to self-pride, it was the custom always to emphasize 

wi th the .student that, no !1latter what the others did, he was expected to 

write up to the level of his abilitYJso far as the teacher's criticism was . 

concerned. The class as a whole could not hold him to this standard,but 

his teacher could. This was emphasized in class, but particularly in the 

conferences. Frequently the teacher, as before mentioned,gave written 

criticism, such as: -Is this ~ best ?"-, This does not read 8S ~ 

themes usually do; what is the matter?" Etc. SUch oriticism seemed ,to 

ha ve !!lore effect than any other the teacher ever used. 

Rivalry is a strong spur to good work in composition teaching, as 

a reference to the treatment of !Iloti ves for good comp::J si tion wor;k in Chap

ter Three, Section II, will show. .But it obviously has its danger that 

must be guarde~ against. The students in this course kept up this spirit 

mostly by themselves as they knew who pleased the class best. The teaoher 

paid little a.ttention to the matter, save to give praise when due ani to 

display good th ,mes on the bulletin board, or have the!Il read in class by 

the authors. No grades whatever were put on the themes, nhe wisdo!D. of 

which proce;dure will be apparent after a referen,ce to the tabla befare 

mentioned. In this course, no student knew the grade of another on a.ny 

theme or on the whole worm, unless the latter told him. A student who' re

oeived a favorable comment from his teacher, however, usually managed to 

let some ot the others see it, so that i this way, -the class knew Pl'stty 

well who were doing the best work. 

It may occur to the reader now to raise a question as to what may 

be done with a. student who has really produoed good work and is consequen~-

11 satisfied with the effect upon others and with the pleasure brought to 

himself. If he merely keeps up this reoord in the future, he will do good 

work, but he will not ,!Ileasure up to the improvement hi. ought to mal{s; and, 

furthermore, we know that he is very liable to become conceited and oare

less so that he will deteriorate in his work. In the first plaee, it may 

be well to remark t hat such a state of things is extre!Ilely de i 'Ie at 
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times. Adolesoents are people of a very emotional te!!lperamen.t for the time 

~eing, unusually sensitive to praise or bla~e. If there is never any good 

wOrk produced, such a student becomes discouraged. If he does well and is 

praised for it occasionally, it only aots as s spur to better work. As a 

matter of fact, such a state of satisfaction rarely happens with the aver

age high school student who is subjected to good criticism from his fellows 

and teacher; nearly always he feels that he has not expressed himself just 

as he desired. 

In this oourse, if he ~apsed through carelessness, self-Pride could 

be depended upon in most cases to urge hi~ to eq~al his former record. Fbr 

a few of the best students WhoAl fact nearly always pleased the oth 1ft 

the class and eonsequently had a right to feel satisfied with the ef:reet, 

the teacher gave more exacting oritioism in writtng or in the conferences, 

chiefly in the latter, by tel11~g them that as they had greater ability, 

more was expected of them. O~he got them to observe the classics and 

outside reading more closely and thus to see that it was possible to produoe 

!1luch better effects than they had brought about. In general, as soon as be 

student was unsatisfied with the effect produced, by whatever ~eans this 

state of feeling was brought about, the proce,dure was henceforth as before 

gi ven. 

section 4. Leading the Student to Attain His Ideal of Composition. 

It would be utterly useless to show a student he had failed in his 

compOSition effects, and get him to desire earnestly to improve, unless some 

feasible method of accomplishing this improvement were suggested to him. 

Acoorqingly, one of the great aims of the Oourse was to show the student 

how to attain his ideal of improved oomposition. To accomplish this, he 

was led to develop the necessary rhetorical rules and principles in two 

way,s: first, by a oommon-sense examination of his own and other people's 

ordinary oomposition actiVity outside the school; and secondly, by a study 

of model passages from t ,he olassios. 
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The basic principles of rhetoric are essentially those of common 

sense, and if they can be thoroughly developed from this source instead of 

~rom a text or olassics, they take a much greater hold upon the student 

and manifest the~selves as vital forces in his composition better. A great 

many of these principles were thus brought out during the course and a 

number of them are given below. In order to show better the informal 

nature of the work, the principles are given practically as they were form-

ulated in class. 

For example, it was brought out,at different times during the year., 

in discussing the every-day outside experiences of the students, that 

common sense demands: 

1. Th t When we talk about anything, we talk about that one thing 
and nothing else. The frequency with which one ~ay hear stu~ 
dents when left to themselves telling each other to "Quit 
blowing", "cut it out", "Get down to business" etc., abund
antly testify to the fact that they realize the es ntials 
of the pri ciple of unity, although they probably are not 
oonsoiouQl/of it and have never carefully formulated it in so 
many words. 

2. That when we describe a thing we descri~~ only what we can see 
from one point, or else show carerully that the observer is 
looking at it from a -dif:ferent pOint. 

3. That when we tell a story we keep the time order or else show 
how we Change this order very clearly. 

4. That when we explain anything we get better results by giving 
the rea.der a general view of the thing first and then a more 
detailed explanation. 

an 
~.That when we compose~i~aginative storyJthe different parts 

!uu t b}l c: 'bho~blllhly oonsls;ant wi th themsel ves, however un
reasonable the story as whole may be. Student Ho.19 in 
writing a oontinua~ion o~ stockton's "The tady or tDe Tiger", 
had the hero at a critical moment pull a pistol fro~ his 
pooket and shoot the tiger. The students at once criticis d 
tAis as in-congruous and had a rule formulated in about fi va 
minutes; the principle took such a hold on them that the 
author recalls no serious violation of it by any ,ember of 
the crass after this. 

To cite another instanoe, the students during a frank class dis

cussion of less than one period, with no previous work whatever upon the 
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subjeot, formulated th~ following principles: 

In argument it ~is essential: 

1. That you first understand the matter clearly yourself. 
~: . :~ : '·c : .. ~ . j "(..,-' ·l~·· ~: ... ,':'.. , .... 1. t" ~., \~ ~.\~·",:~~r{):"': ' -:" " .. ,:- >:;' :"' C\ 
2. That you do not antagonize your hearer. 

3. ~at ,ou use only arguments that will appeal to him; it 
., akes oomparati vely Ii tt1e differenoe whether they appeal 
to you partieularlJ or not. 

4. That you place your strongest arguments first and last. 

5. That..,ln case you cannot answer an argument, you ignore it. 
A weak argument causes the hearer to suspect all the rest 

· just as we usually suspect all a man says if we have caught 
him in one untruth. 

S. That you state only the truth, for the sa~e reason as that 
in ~. 

This method was followed especially in teaching the uses of the 

various punctuation marks. The whole matter of punctuation was regarded 

as part of the mechanios of ~'l ing, and was treated simply as a common

sense devioe for enabling the reader to get the exact meaning in the short-· 

est possible time and with the least possible effort. For example, it 

was easily brought out by actual tests on new sentenoes, that any deVioe 

whioh would distinguish a main from a dependent olause in the sa~e sentence, 

would help the reader appreoiably. Where the dependent olause was extreme~ 

1y short, no separating devioe appeared to be needed, but where it was lang, 

one was very neoessary. It was also easily shOwn that endless oonfusion 

would result unless all writers and readers in the same language agreed 

upon a common way of pointing out dependent clauses so the students rea.dily 

saw the meed of following the conventional use 'or the oomma in this connect8tt-

i Oll. 

Appeals to cammon sense, . however, are not adequate for the task of 

impressing all the prinoiples upon the student's mind suffiOiently well. 

Common sense is common simply because it is very general and applies to so 

many things; therefore, in attempting to develop all the principles in this 





way, the teacher soon discovers that there is a danger of getting into 

.v,ague general1 ties that really do not take any serious hold upon. the 

student ~;s e·xperience and vi tally influence his conscious endeavor. Con

sequently, it is essential that the development of these principles by 

co~mon sense be supplemented by their development through a study of the 

classics. In the co~mon-sense ~ethod it is someti~es necessary for the 

teacher to guess at the particulars the student ~as in m~nd for his gener-
I 

allties, as there is such a very wide range of p0ssibilities of experience 

in the various students in the olass, that he oannot take time to search 

out these particulars for eaoh one. Consequently, the ~esulting general~ 

1ties are apt at times to be vague and indefinite for a g~eat ~any stu

dents; to guard against this, the ~ethod of studying the classics was used, 

for thus it was possible to put all the class at work upon the sa~e rather 

limited set of particulars, and by carefully discussing these it was easy 

for the teacher to see that each student carefully worked up these partio

ulars, and oonsequently had the proper background for the develop~ent of 

ooncise generalities that would be thoroughly vital to him and would be 

realized so intensely that they would vitally affect his composition ef

forts in the future. 

Aocordingly, this year the class used four classics, one primarily 

for each of the four forms of discourse: 

Eliot's Silas Marner for narration; condarily for descript
ion. 

Hawthorne's Twice Tolio ales for description; secondarily for 
narration. 

Maoaulay's Addison for exposition. 
Burke's Conciliation for argument. 

As soon as the students in any given instance re lized their failure to pro

duce the desired effect and wished earnestly to produce it, they were us

ually given a lesson in which they studied suitable model passages from the 

classics 80 that they might formulate the neoessary rules or methods. They 

were given questions on each such lesson as a guide for their study. With 
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these as a basis, they prepared the les80n as best they could and it was 

then discussed 1n class, the teacher of course going into considerable 

detail and explaining any difficulty that ~1ght arise or else having them 

work it out. The students to:)k great interest in these lessons and work

ed well on them. For the benefit of readers who care to look farther into 

this particular phase of the work, the questions used in three of these 

lessons are given in Appendix ~ 

~eQtion 5. Detailed Outline of the Work in pescriptign. 

It will perhaps clear up the whole method better if we take part 

of the course in detail; accordingly, below is given a rather full outline 

of the work in description. The work is outlined here just as it was pre

sented to the class, with one or two minor changes to make it more intelli

gible to readers unfa~iliar with it. The order of the lessons has not 

been changed, and the re~arks are correct to the best of the author's mem

ory and notes made at the time. Each lesson is numbered to Show the se

quence. It will be recalled that the proper olassics had pre,:v!ous1y be 9l'l 

studied as literature, so that the students were familiar with them. Where 

the ,classics were used as models , the word classic appears in parenthesis 

after the title of the lesson. 

Qut1ine of lork in Desoription_ 

Preliminary. 

The class had been writing and studying narratives for 

a bout three !Donths and had at various ti!lles fel t the n.eed of pi cturing 

the actors, characters and natural scenery in their stories so as to make 

,them more interesting. They had also occasionally tried to work in a 

little desoription on their own initiative, but without much success; for, 

asthe'y put it, when they tried to descriue anything, "the description ran 

away with themff. Consequently, after a ' little discussion of the matter, 

they eagerly undertook the study of descriptive writing. 

By this time they were acoustomed to start i ng out on things to do 
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them largely by themselves, so without any directions about description, 
... 

they were assign.ed the task of · wri tine; a desoription. of any on.e af the six 

buildings on the . Universi~y quadrangle. This of course dJd not . give them 

absolute freedom, but it was for the purpose of getting pictures of the 

Simpler forms first· and thus avoiding· des~riptions of persons, character

ske~bbes, etc., whioh are too diffioult forbeglnners. Acoordingly, they 

had for their first work in description, a theme. 

#1. Theme: A Desoription of One Building on tse Quadrangl_. 

At the beginning of this lesson the students were askedwheth

er they had experienced any difficulties; they at once said they had had 

nu~~rous troubl B. A little questioning brought out the fact that ' in their 

opi~lons their main trouble had been not knowing where to begin. This gave 

the class something to work on. Acoordingly, a number of themes were read 

to the class by the authors ' and the other students were told to try to, see 
~ 

if eaoh theme gave them a olear image so that they could picture the ~ildiij!o 

ing for themselves from the author's desoription alone, and not get oon

fused. They were told to rate ther,' themes as good, indifferent or poor on 

, the basis of the clearness of the pictures presented. It was at on,oe evi

dent to nearly all the students that the good themes see.~4 to fellow some 

plan ·while the poor ones did not. 

Their attention was then centered upon th good themes, espeeia1ly 

upon one they oonsidered the best. In this the writer, unconscious of any 

Dethod, for she had had no previous directions or experience in the matter, 

had s id at the beginn,ing of her description of Ao dernic Hall that it 

was a large, low, box-shaped building of "hi te stone arl.d red brick, top

ped by a large dome. This of oourse contained a good fundamental image 

and atten.tion was called to thi s fact, but the term fundamental ImRie 

was not used. The students very soon conoluded that it hel e~ a descript

ion to give a good idea of the whole thin~ to start: with. This conclUSion 

was further oonfirmed by reeerence to some of the other good themes, and by 

oontrast with some of the poor ones, whioh in several instances gave no i dea 
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of the whole at all, or gave it rather late, when,. as one boy said, it un

set the whole picture ne had been for~ing. The students were accordingly 

ready to go to work on a lesson that would show the~ how to make a good 

tundamental image and this term was then given them. The lesson, as out

lined in Appendix ~,was: . assigned. 

#2. Lesson on Fundamental Imaie. (Classics). 

In addition to the work in the classics, the fact that the 

fundamental image enables the reader to get hold of the picture in the eas

iest and quickest possible way, was further e~phasized by the following meth

od'. A picture of a building that none of the class had ever seen was ex

posed for a second or so, at intervals of several minutes, 811.d the students 

were questioned to see what they got at each glance. On the first exposure 

they got only the general shape, and appearance of the building, then at 

later exposures they added more and more details until finally they could 

give a fairly accurate description of the building. This brought to their 

minds very clearly i Geed the way we get a picture of anything, by seeing 

it as a whole first and then by acquiring details and putti~g them as it 

were into the picture of the whole. This was a very important thing for 

them to "learn, as .it was not used here alone, but was applied all through 

exposition, whioh was treated me~ely as a sort of description in which the 

author uses ideas instead' of images. 

For the next lesson the students were to give especial attention 

to the fundamen t&l image in a theme describing a building or something 

very similar, but were allowed perfect freedom otherwise. 

#3. Theme with Especial Attention to Fundamental Imlie. 

These themes were read as usual; and, in addition to criti

c1 tng them for their fundamental i~ages, the students were told to be on 

the lookout for anything else that se mad, to keep them from getting:' 8 

clear piotu~e; or as they put i ,"muddled them in forming the picture". 

They noticed & number of minor things, but in particular they objecte d to 
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a theme which stated that Academic Hall had tour entrances, when it was 

impos,si ble to see more than three of them from anyone place, and to ·a 

theme where the author stated specifically that he was across the street 

~rom a church; and, after giving a good description of the exterior, went 

into a minute desorip·tion of the organ and other interior furnishings. '!he 
.. 

~udents knew that church, as it was one of those in Columbia, and instant 

objection was made that no one could see all those things at once,and oon~ 

sequently no listener could be expected to form a picture containing all 

of them. This,of oourse, gave rise to a discussion of the need of baving 

a definite view pOint. 

#4. Lesson QD Point of View. (Classios). 

#5. Theme with Especial Attention to Point of View. 

These themes were read as usual,· and it was brought out that, 

while· the author ulIbght give a good,.-fUndamental image and state his view 

point very carefully, there were still a multitude of details that over

whelmed him so that he did not know what to put in, what to leave out, how 

to arrange them, etc. Con.sequently, the next assignment was a lesson on 

details, especially as regards their order. 

t6. Lesson on Details. (Classigs). 

#7. Theme with Espepial Attention to Details. 

In the reading of these themes it was brought out by a little 

questioning that some of the themes had good ~ndamental images, definite 

view points and a fair handling o~ details and yet were very dry and un

interesting; while other themes read at this ti~e or called to mind by the 

tea'cher, which were apparently no better than the first themes in the 

three particulars mentioned, were nevertheless bright and in~ r.esting. The 

authors of the dry the!Iles naturally wondered what the trouble was and were 

very ready to enter upon any study that would re~edy the de~ect. This gave 

rise to a study of ways of making the aescription effective. As several 

days were to be spent upon this topic, the next lesson was a rather 
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general one, covering the fietd as a whole. 

18- Lesson on Effectiveness by Use of Particular lords. Com

parison in General and contrast. (Classics). 

is was ~rther enforced by examples which the students had 

pioked up rather incidentally, for instance,in Silas Marner , the compar

ison of Silas with a spider, and the contrast in the pictures of the two 

Christmases, as well as by specimens of good work in former themes. The 

principle of contrast was also emphasized by reference to the devices used 

by artists ~ coloring and framing pictures so as to bring them out clearly. 

#9. Themg with Espegial Attention to Effectiveness by Particular 
WOrlds and Comparison. 

In the reading of these themes, the teacher called attention 

to the oomparisons that ran into ~1gures of speeoh. He also brought up 

several good figures that the students had unconsciously used in this and 

previous themes. Among these examples was one in which a boy, in describ

ing Academic Hall, said it reminded him of a father at the head of a table; 

another ' boy called the ivy on the buildings "shaggy". This discussion .oc

casioned a desire to study a particular phase of oomparison, na~ely, fig

ures of speeoh. 

110. Lesson on Figures of Speeoh. <Classios): 

The teacher also read some passages from Tom Jgnes where 

Fielding is ridiculing the mock he:eoic style, and gave the class some false 

figures from their own themes and other souroes. It was brought out very 

olear1y that figures of speeoh are used for effect; that they must seem to 

grow naturally out of the subject and general treatment; and that they de

feat their own ends if they seem to be excresoences. 

#11. Theme with Especial Effort to Use Suitable Figures of Speech. 

112. Lessol' on Use of Verbs of Motion in DescrintioD. (Olassics). 

This lesson was suggested by Professor Fairchild. Here it was 
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olearly shown that an author frequently does very effective description by 
- -

putting his main ideas into his verbs and making them verbs of motion. 

#13. Tbeme;Lists of Sentences in Ihich stu"." ~ried to DisgriQa 
Sights and Sounds SUg~ested by Teagher. Q'ini yerbs of Motign. 

The students took great delight in this. The following are 

samples of this work: 
Smoke from a distant gun puffs out. 

" "" " "rolls" 
A wet-board walk in the hot s~n steams. 
An empty W8Q:on on a. aved'·,. street rumbles. 
A loaded Y " "" "creaks. 

Up to this time there had been more or less a d€sire to desoribe 

people and occasionally ' s description of some person would oreep into a 

description of things in motion or into the narratives. The students 808 

oordingly were at onoe ready to take up the problem of learning how to 

desoribe p cbple. 

#14. Lesson on ' How to Descrille People. (Olassics). 

#15. Theme; a pesoription of Some Well Known Person in the scbQol. 
Hot Pr,_ent in the Class. 

The subjeot was assigned in this way to avoid embarrasamsnt, 

and also to serve as a check on the faithfulness of the description. 

This assignment was undertaken with the greatest zeal and the students 
t 

8'njoyed , iII1llense1y reading out their own character stts'iGhes and seeing 

if' they could tell ' who was being descri bed by the 'other stUdents. In 

disoussing these themes, the teacher brought out clearly that it was 

impossible to give a bare personal description without at the same ti~e 

giving the reader some impression of the person desoribed; also that 

some of the themes had fair central images and yet were not impressive 

as wholes. The teacher called up themes on other subjects, to 111us. 

trate the sameprinoiple and the students were oon ready to stUdy the 

next lesson. 

#16. Lesson on Description for Impression. (Classics). 

#17. Theme to Give the Reader Sgme One Distinct Impression by A 
DesQript~on of Anything the Author Qhose. 
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#18. Theme in Which iach student Be-Wrote One of His Narratives 
Written Earlier in the Year, By Addins Bits of Pesgriptio.n 
Where He tbousht They Would Make the Story Mote Sttectiye. 

This,the tinal lesson on descriptlon,was for the pur

pose of showing the students that, although for the sake of clearness 

the forms of disoourse were studied separately, they do not occur that, 

way in ordinary writing, but normally are interwoven and strengthen 

each other. The students seemed to enjoJ this very much and the themes 

as a whole were excellent. 

With this, the descri-ption of the practical application of' the 

theory in the Teachers Oollege High School, comes to an end. In the 

next chapter let us try to get a true estimate of the value of the 

theory for practical work in high school composition teaching anywhere. 
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C HAP T' E R THREE. 

ESTIMATE OF THE VALUE OF THE THEORY AS THUS . APPLIED. 

lntroductofY. 

Any attempt to evaluate one's own work must necessarily contain 

an element of error arising from personal bias. In due recognition of this 

fact, th~ author in this chapter has tried to reduce this elemen.t to a 

minimum by taking, as ' far as possible, the estimate of the work stamped 

upon it by the students the~8elves, and by deducing his own conclusions on

a,!;!. instances where he has very specific data on which to base them. He 

has faithfully endeavored to avoid any hasty or unsupported generalizations. 

The data for the opinions of the students were obtained from 

class themes*written toward the end of the year when the students had stud~ 

ied exposition s~ that they knew better how to think accurately and express 

themselves clearly; and from a long theme written by each student then 

present in all three sections, as a final paper for the year, in which he 

endeavored to show what he had got · ... out of English II and to give suggest

ions for improving the work. The students were repeatedly told that they 

were perfectly free to put any thoughts they pleased into these themes, and 

would be graded only on organization, form, etc. They were also impressed 

at great length with the fact .that the data were to be used later in a the

sis and that any untruths or exaggerations by them would seriously invali

date the results. They.were never given a hint of what the teacher expected 

or hoped to find so that ·their opinions were wholly uninfluenced from the 

start. They entered eagerly into the spi:bit of the experiments. They were 

especially oautioned against flattering the worm of teachers and this oaut

ion was strictly observed except by two students in Section III, in their 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------.,,,,.... ·1 

. . ~ , . . l . * The objeot in baying these themes written in class was to be absolutely 
certain that . the work was wholly individUal, and also to enable 'the teaoh-
61· to d termine the , c.ondi~ions exactly. 
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~inal papers. They were about to tatl and were probably desperate. They, 

howeVel) directed their lattery al together to.ward the teacher and in no way 

toward the methods of work, so the author sees no reason to believe that 

this affected the rest of their data. !he students were explicitly direot~ 

ed to be very specifio and to give deaa1led reasons for all general state

ments. This caution was followed about as well as could be desired. The 

author is firmly conv~nced th&t · the data are thoroughiy reliable for the 

reaaon ~ that, as far as he can see, the students had. every inoentive to tell 

the truth and none whatever to distort things. 

This ohapter will discuss: firSt, the student's estimate of the 

work; secondly, the author's estimate of it; and thirdly, the value of the 

general theory' f.or practical application in public high schools. 

aection 1. The Student's Estimate of the Value of the Work. ' 

In giving this estimate of the value of the work, we shall begin 

by considering what the students think are the points in its favor, and then 

we shall take up the recommendation.s they make for improving it. . For the 

sake of clearness, it has been found necessary to give the treatment of this ' 

section in the present tense. Let us now examine what the students oonsider 

to be the strong featUres of the course, first noting their general esti

mate of it. 

At the ' time of writing the final papers, all the students had had 

or were completing, in this or other high schools, of this and surrounding 

states, at least eight high school unit oourses; while a considerable pro

~ertion of them had .had even more than tOis number. The results from all the 

forty.four papers are as follows: 
10 state speoifically that this 1s the best high school course of 

any description they have ever taken. 
4 state specifically that this is the best course they have taken 

this year. 
7 state specifically that this iB one of the best courses in the 

school. 
23 state specifically that the course has been a very valuable one. 
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Sample expressions from these last twenty-three students are the following! 

"I have been repaid many, !Ilany times for taking this course." 
"It has well been worth while." 
"I s~all always be glad I had the work." 
"It has made me like English for the first time." 
"It has made me wish to continue in English." 

From these latter state~ents, it is easy to conjecture the strength of those 

of the first three groups. 

Ooming down to particulars, the students seem to think that the 

greatest benefits derived from the course, have been apparent in the field 

"01' their life outside the school. The grea test one benefi t Observed here Is 

an i~pCDvement in their thinking power. NDneteen students state they have 

improved greatly in this regard and ~any others imply it. The main benefits, 

in their opinion, are i provement in their ability to organize their thoughts 

independently and to think conseoutively- To illustrate, Student No.11 states 
I 

II The ability to think (in the sense of consecut1 e~y,>* I cannot 
remember ever possessing until thi s year. I wa.s nervous and had not the 
patience to sit and think things out." 

A girl in Section II says: 

ttl do not re!llember ever sitting down just for the purpose of 
thinking until this year." 

Speed in thinking has also been increased in many cases. 

Next in the minds of the students, comes improvement in expression, 

with clearness and the ability to interest others especially prominent. 

This is noticed by the students where they have been complimented 'at home 

for improve~ent in letter-writing, story-telling, etc. Student No.6 says! 

"From childhood, in relating any incident, I was asked so many 
many questions and could,not s&e why it was, but now I know it was 

" a\1.s~e ·d 'by my" \tent ' of cle.arne_s~~. ;'" 

A oonsiderable number notice~ a decided improvement in their use of grammar 

abd severa-l say that ease in wri ting has greatly increased, their vooabula

ries have been enlarge4 and they have overcome timidity in expression- to ' a 
-great extent. 

* The parenthesis is the author·s. 
I See Appendix i for her reoord in exposition. 
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uoh the same results from the composition ~ork are observed by 

the students in their ' improvement · it) wOrk in other classes· in the school. 

This improvement is noticed particularly along two lines: first, of increas

ed ability to think logically so that tht) preparation of history an.d other 

l_ssons that can be outlined, beoomes very much easier; and secondly, of 

improved expression, especially · in the matters of clearness, ability to in. 

terest others, and fluency. A good ample is the following by Student 10.1 : 

"When the )fuysics class began work, we were given ·directions 
for writing up experiments, but in spite of this, I found it difficult 
to make any explanation of the experiments that would be co~plete and 
at the same time clear and concise. Now, however, by using a few 
principles which I got from English II, I find it comparatively easy 
to write a good account of a perfor~ed experi~ent, and have lately had 
some of my experiments referred to as models of clearness. The sa~e 
principles that have h~~ped me in this, I have appli~d with iricreaslng 
success to my oral recitations in other classes." 

In the mechanios of composition, nearly all note cOnsiderable im

provement in spelling and punctuation, and a fair number in hand-wri tinge 

These matters were always treated inoidentally during the year, but coorreot-
s 

ness in them,~Student No.2 says, "came naturally beoause required". As re-

gards spelling, th improvement, in the studentd .t . opinion, came because they 

reaobe a stage where they would not permit a word to go into their finlsl 

oopy unless they were sure of it. In punctuation, the good effects of the 

use ot the audience are apparent. Student No.~ says in this conneotion : 

"I knew the general laws for punctuation, but had not ~efore 
this year been strongly impressed with the necessity of their careful 
appli cation. If 

Student No.13 says: 

1 "Before this year I had been going by rules which I had learn-
8dA~OOks, but now I have learned that set rules can't always be applied 
and the best plan is to put in punctuation wherever it is required to 
make good sense-. 

In discussing the method pursued in studyin.g the classics a:s a 

basis for composition work, & nu~ber of the students state that they have 

got the rhetorical principles much better because these were worked out in

ductively from the classics and not taken from a t zt. 
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Twenty-six of them state pecifically that they have noted a marked improve-

men.t in their abil:t.ty to get the substance of what they read. Student No.8 

tor instance says: 

"I can now get the substance of what I read muoh easier than 
I oould before taking English II, for I used to try to get the whole 
thing in ~y mind at one time and so got very little out of my reading. 
Now I can piok out the main thoughts and get the substance of what I 
read much better." 

This inoreased ability was of course due in part to the increasing experi

ence of the students and to their study in other subjeots, particularly his

tory and literature, during the year; it does not, however, apparently oocur 

to f single student to mention this, although they frequently disoount other 

results. In their minds, at least, this increased ability is directly trace

able to the English II work. A number also think they have a better taste 

for g09d literature, particularly because they have learned how to read a clas

sic understandingly and enter into the spirit of it. 
, 

When we come to what the students think of the benefit derived from 

oonferences, we may see at once that it is a very important topic; for as 

Student No.22 says, "Their value cannot be told in few words." In the minds 

of a gOOd majority of the students, this . is clearly the most important part 

of the work, Student No.13, for instance, saying: 

I have received more benefit 
trom one conference than from any week of reoitations.~ 

Let us now consider the benefits the students think they derived from the con-

ferences. 

To begin with, the personal element and the informality Involve~ 

in oonference work is oonsidered to be very valuable by them, Student No.7 

stating that the teach8~ in conferences, "Gives good advlQ8 which goes deeper 

into the thing than anything we have." A great many students note wi th care 

that the conferences bring about a. better understanding between stUdent a.nd 

teacher, which results in better ·work, Student No.4 saying: 

"A teacher can teach a person much better if he understands 
the pupil." 

The students also believe that the conference work has been 
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responsible for a much higher standard of work in two ways: first, it makes 

the original the~es better; and secondly, it insures more careful correction 

and con. s~quently better themes later on. Taking up the first benefi t, the 

students feel that the teacher in the conferences can make a better appeal 

to them so that they will respond by doing their best. Student No.1 says 

the conferenoes 
"Aoted as a personal appeal fro!Il a teach.er who was giving his 

time to a student whose duty it was to' repay this sacrifice by showing 
that the teacher's time was not being wasted on him." 

Student No.6 says regarding conferences: 

-I have been stimulated to a greater effort and a desire to do 
my best because the teacher expected this." 

Again the students say they wr~te better themes because they knew that when 

it oame to a conference, they could not deceive the teacher. Student No.17 

for instance says: 

"The pupil ' must prepare his lesson better for he knows it is 
coming up again." 

Student Ro.19 remarks: 

"Oonferences are the only true way of finding out how muoh 
the pupil is advanoing in his work." 

Student No. 3 thinks: 

"Conferen.ces serve to show whether or not the stUdent is in-
dependent in his work." 

The students also feel that they do better on their original themes because 

the oonferences avoid the waste of" time incident to many ordinary composition 

classes. !hey feel that , they understand the teacher better and so know exaot. 

ly what he assigns and wishes; consequently, they do not sake so many mistakes 

1D following directions, as in other classes. They also feel that the confer

enoe method focuses the student's attention on his own errors only. Under 

these circumstances he avoids the distractions incident to calling his attent-

ion to errors he ·does not make, but others do; he thus puts in more time and 

energy on his original themes with correspondingly better results. 

The students also think the conferences have been very valuable in 

that they have made possible a form of oriticisms that has resulted later on 

in better new themes. The students think the oonferenoe permits oritioism 
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from the teacher that is very beneficial in four ways: 

1. It ioes exactly where it is intended. 

Student No.17 says: 

"When the criticism is given in class, it is probable 
that the very one for whom 'it is inteded will only 
apply it to some one else, thinking it is not for 
him. There is no possible way of failing to pay 
attention in a private conference." 

The reader will realize the truth of this if he ' will only recall 

talking with members of a congresation after the minister has 

preache. directly at some of them. 

2. It saves time. 

The students emphasize the saving of time from the oonferences, say~ 

ing again and again that the student gets the criticism he needs SQ 

that his ti~e is not .wasted going over things he already knows. In 

another way ti~e is saved because, in the words of Student No.5) 
, 

"Any mistaken ideas in the students mind are deteoted and corrected 

before they become deeply rooted." The difficulties are also under~ 

stood more definitely; the student can consequently go directly at 

the correction an.d not waste time in oonjectures. 

3. The student pays attention to the criticism more _careflillx. 

This is emphasized in many papers and is well expressed by Student 

No.17 in: 

"The student must pay attention to the criticism for he 
knows it (the theme) 15 coming up again and it will 
show whether he bas re-studied the subject." 

4. The._critigism is more thorouih. 

The students nearly all mention thi s;' they think the freedom pos

sible in the conferences ~esults in their correcting the small 

points better. Student NO.13 for instance says: 

"I felt free to discuss things I never would in class." 

Things not understood in class are frequently cleared up in 

the oonferences aocording to the students, because they are 

saved embarrassment 
minor things better. 

and 
This 

consequently feel free 
has resulted, according 

to watoh 
to 
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4. The criticism. is !!lore thorough. ·(Continued.). 

several, in a higher olass of self-criticism that has produced sup. 

eriorwork. The critioism has also been better, the students think, 

beoause the oonferenoes have permitte<;1 it to be so definite. 

No estimate of the worth of the course would be of much value, un-

'less, in addition to giving the strong poin.ts of the work, it considered de-
i 

fects ' as well. Consequently, the author took great pains to find out what 

the students oonsidered to be the weak plaoes in the course. He did not say 

he was trying to find defects, because that would have embarrassed the stu-

dents so that they would probably not have written what they really thought. 

Instead, he asked for suggestions for improving the oo~rse another year. 

This gave him precisely what he wished, but the students did not realize just 

how ~u~h they were criticising him and accordingly had no particular reason 

to feel embarrassed. They were repeatedly told to be very specifio and give 

reasons for all suggestions. The only failure to observe these cautions is 

notioed in the case of a girl in Section II who says that the course ought 

to ,be, made more interesting, but does not give the slightest hint 8S .to what 

direotion the increased interest should take. It is worth noting here that 

sha is the only one of the entire fortYQfour to recommend ~aking the work 

more interesting, ~ith the exception af those students who advise selecting 

different classics another year. Let us now consider these reoo~mendations 

whioh, for eonvenienoe, are grouped under somewhat general headings: 

~. For More Use of the Audienoe. 
~ 

There is considerable demand forAPresent1ng of work by the 

author direot to the class, for the purposes of ~aking him do bet

ter work and overco~ing timidity. To oarry this out, deuates and 

literary society methods are reoommended. 

2. For More Conferenoes. 

On acoount of the great value of' 'the conferen.ces as ~hown in 

the student's estimates already given, from seotions I and III, a 

total of thirty st~dents, seven recommend that there be ~ore ' con8 

ferences, the usual suggestion being that they oome once a week. 
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In Section 11*, seven out o~ thirteen Itudents reco~~end that they also have 

conferences. Some of these latter recommendations, especially from those stu

-dents who had "conferences in Section I the first se~ester and went into Seo

tion II the second sem.ster, are almost pathetic in their eagerness to show 

the need "IS klr. felt for more personal help during the latter half of the 

year. 

3. For a Different Apportionment of the Parts 'of the Work. 

In regard to the forms of discourse, there are a few scatterln~ 

recommendations to the effect that certain forms in which they were \ 

not good be given less time, while other forms in which they did 

better, should be given more emphasis. The main reasons assigned 

are that ,they think the latter forms more important. A number re

oommend more wor. in argument'. As regards the amount of theme work, 

several students reoommend less of it. Student No.12, for instanoe, 

says this, but to offset hisreoommendation, Student No.8 advises 

more. A glanoe at Appendix B will show the reasons for these recom

mendations, so the;re are agcordingly not given much weight. No 

other student reoommends more theme work and only four others, all 

in Section I~I, recommend less. The latter give as their reason, 

that, when the 'lessons came every day, they ran out of material and 

became tired of so much writing. Of these four, it ~ay be well to 

state that three of them were students who failed in Seotion I at 

the end of the first semester and had to take the work over, , two of 

them failing again at the end of the year. The other one of the 

four was a student who oame into Engli sh II for the fir"st time at 

the beginning of the seoond semester; he also failed at the end of 

the year. Only two think that !Jlore gram..lJlsr should be given; they 

• This section was the only one that did not have conferences 
,: regularly. 

I The course was pUrposely planned so as not to give much time to 
argument, and this allowance was further out down ~~~:~ 1losing 
of the school a week earlier than was IZ' ,. ~' 





say they have not had enough for their . purposes, (They intend to 

'teach formal grammar in rur.al schools). 

4. For New Subject Matter. 

Six students think there should be more outside reading requi~ 

ed so as to give them a better selection. of models and cultivate a 

taste for good reading. Student No.7 advises that poetry and play

writing be given attention as some students have talent alon.g that 

line, that would be a pleasure to them if developed. No one else, 

however, hints at this. There is a notic8ab~e ~emand for better 

classics, six . students in particular sp~oitying that Addison and 

Conciliation sh?pld be changed on the grounq thet they are too un-
I 

interesting and comple,c, and require a great deal of information 

that students taking the oourse have had very Ii ttle or no chanoe 

to accumulate beforehand; and which, if they do accumulate it as 

they read the sele~tion,kills all appreciation of it. 

5. MisoellAgeous. 

There were a number of scattering recommendations dealing with 

certain features of administration peculiar to the conditJons for 

class work in the Teachers COllege High School. These have, how

ever, no direct . bearing on the general theory or its aPlllication, 

and will according!; not be dwelt upon. Under this general heading 
by 

comes a recommendationAon1r two students that there be less induot-

ive and more text-book work; it was apparently due to the fact that 

both of these stud~nts were inclined to Ilemorize and "cram" so that 

they naturally preferred to get t@8 principles of composition that 

way. However, three other students reoo~~end more class discussion 

so as to bring. out the principles oetter and fix them more firmly 

in the students t .minds. 
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Section 2. The Author's Estimate of the value of the Work. 

In giving the author'~ estimate and ' conclusions regarding the 

work, it would be easy to make with perfect sincerity highly eulogistic 

statements, but . again he has tried faithfully to get at the truth and so 

far as possibl, to avoid any emotional bias. He believes enthusiastioally 

in his worl{ for the rasul ts of the experiment in many ways far surpassed 

his expectations. It is now his purpose to try to give some reasons that 

will convince others of the justice of this belief on his part. This seotion 

will follow the general plan of the preceeding one, that , is, there will be 

presented: first, the valuable features of the work; and secondly, suggestions 

for improving it. 

/ 

To begin .with, the course in nis opinion was so successfUl because 

it was based upon the proper moti ves for in~ucing good composi tion work in 
I 

stUdents. He believes that the main motives for producing suoh work and for 

improving it, are those enunciated in Chapter I, pages six and seven. 

But in order to be perfectly sure about the matter, he made a careful invest

igation under the usual scientific precautions, with all the students one day 

present in ' Section I, a total of twenty-two"'. These st':l.dents were asked to 
\ 

tell as accurately as they could, the conditions undee which they did tbelr 

best composition, or the motives that prom ted them to put forth their best 

efforts in composition. They were asked to indicate in some way tne relative 

strength of the motives so that it could ·, be told which one influenced each 

student the most, in his opinion. The students were not asked to put down any 

o·ertain number of moti-ves, but were to put down only the ones that influenoed 

them, so various numbers were given. A list of possible motives was placed 
\ 

on the board, but the students were told n.ot to use the order gi ven there, nor 

were they restricted to this I i st. No student did tollow that order nor did 

* This was purposely held after the student had completed the work in expos
htion, so that they would be able to jUdge of the strength of the motives 
better, an~ express this "relative strength better~ 
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anyone use more than half the list givenG The results of this test are 

given in the table ·below. 

TAB LEI • 
SHOWING MOTIVES,WHICH IN THE OPINION OF THE STUDENTS IN 

SEOTION I,RROMPTED THEM TO DO THEIR BEST WORK IN COMPOSITION. 

Oonsideration for criti-

No. students 
mentioning it. 

No. 1st. No. 2 
Choice 

No.3 No.4 

cism of the 01as8 ••••••••••••••••• 15 •••••••••••• 4 •••••• 5 •••••• 3 ••••• 2 ••••• 1 

In t ere s tin them e sub j eo t • • • • • • • • •• 11. • •.• • • • • • ••• 6 • • • • • · 3 •••••• Q ••••• 0 ••••• 2 

Priete in doing well ••••••• .•••••• ~ •• 11 •••••••••••• 1 •••••• 5 • • •••• 1 ••••• 3 ••••• 1 

Rivalry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lO •••••••••••• 2 •••••• 5 •• · •••• 2 ••••• 1 ••••• 0 

Consideration for criti-
oism of tea9her ••••• . • • •••••••••••• 5 •••••••••••• 1 •••••• 1 •••••• 2 •• ~ •• l ••••• O 

Desire to reach oonvention-
al standards in expression •• • •••••• 4 ••••••.••••• 1 •••••• 0 •••••• 1 ••••• 2 ••••• 0 

Pleasure in composition for 
· · k 1ts own sa e ••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 •••••••••••• 3 •••••• 0 •••••• 0 ••• ' •• Q ••••• 0 • . 

Desire to please parents •••••••••••• 2 •••••••••••• 2 •••••• 0 •••••• 0 ••••• olw.#.0 

Oonsideration for grade . " ' 
wri tar is !}laking ••••••••••••••••••• 2 •••••••••••• 0 •••••• (1 •••••• 1'1. :' ••• 0 ... ... :.0 

'I , . . j 

Delight u. seeing one t s s·elf ' . . " 
improve •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l •••••••••••• O •••• ~ 

, . 
, ~ " ' I· .' 
', .... .• 1 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 

Particular mood for 
• ;., ~J' • ~ • 

oomposltion •••• ~l •••••••••••• l .... ,'· ~ .• O •• ~ ,. · •• O ••••• O ••••• O 

The same data is givengraph1ca1:1. y in p,la-t~ IT r~"~ !'I, and IlIon the 

following pages, the plat~s beingla_eled so as to show exactly what is 

represented. 

Plate I presents th~. ~moti yess,i!lllW-Y as tlhe students thought of 

them, but Plate I I attempts to show the relative value of the !notives more 

acouBataly. In both of these the unusual strength of what may be termed 

-the big, four" motives is very apparent. Plate III.presents the motives so 

as to show their duration. It is well to note in this plate that the interest 

in the subject is a more powerful incentive to begin with in !D.any cases, but 
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oonsideration for the audience is the . moti va that endures best all the 
. 

way through. Pride in doing well is not a powerful primary motive but a 

strong secondary one. Hi valry is also not a good primary one, but appee,rs 

for a short time as a powerful seaondary one. Pleasure in composition is 

·a great stimulus for a few students, but cannot be depended upon to last. 

Jiany composition teaehers ma.y find· fo~d for thought in the small value as

signed to consideration for the criticism of the teacher, and for grades. 

To sum up this point, ~hile the author does not for one instant 

mean to · say that ' his conclusions are incontrovertible, he does think that 

thfs study shows that his ' methods appealed to the moti ves whi ch would 

induce these students to ,do their best in composition work. Furthermore, 

be feels sa~e in saying that these students are sufficiently representative 

of all high school students, that no serious error·, will resul t if any teaoh

er ,of oomposition assumes that she may teach heT class successfully by 

taking 'for granted that the four main !1lotives for good composition work with 

them w1l1 be the ones shown by this set of stUdents. 

The audience feature in particular, in the writer's opinion, was 

the most important part of the methods. Aside from its value as the strong

est motive in the ~inds of the majority of his own students, it kept a much 

better spirit in the relations of' the teacher a.nd students; the other stu-

dents were doing much of' the oriticism, so that no ill will attaohed itself 

to the criticism offered by the teacher. It seemed that this feature was 

the baok-bone of the entire method. The writer was formerly afraid that so 

much use of the audience might make the stUdents feel that their originality 

and independence was interfered' with, consequently he took the precaution 

to ask the students in regard to this matter. ~fter the usual precautions, 

the students were asked to state very carefully if they had fel t at all:' 

during the year that so much writing for the other members :of the class 

had cramped them or made them feel tha.t their originality was being .inter

fered with. 
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The resul~s from this test ' (Section I, twenty-one papers turned in) are as 

follows: 

TAB L E 

Shodng how ' tudents of Section I thought_: the 
Methods of the Oourse Had Affected Their Originality. 

Not 'at 811 ••••••• 11 

Sl1ghtly •••••••••• S 

Made distinctly . ~ . 

more or~ginal •••• 4 

Very unfavorab~ 
or for any length 
of time •••••••••• O 

21 

Of these, 5 a. Ii ttle at first because', of 
timidity, which soon wore off. 1 slightly 
from a dislike to read before other stu
den,is; apparently never any better: this 
was' Student No.17 who was in class, onl,· 
during the last se~ester. 1 a little 
from t~dity at ftrst; later more original. 

This table, in the author's opinion, shuws that the appeal to the audience, 

if carefully handled, need not be inUurious to the student's originality; 

if anything, i t may be oome -a benefi t to him by making him !!lore original. 

The students on the whole seemed to feel th~t the criticism of their fel

lows was for their qwn good; that it 'was kindly and just, so that there was 

no need to dread it if they .had tried to do their work .well. Bttlt they did 

seem to consider that the approval of their fellows was a thing greatly 

. to be desired and worth putting forth every effort to attain. 

While the class was studying the claSSics, this same principle 

was also applmed at times 'with excellent results in getting the students 

to read aloud. For example, in the study of Addison, five of his best 

.essays in the Spectato~ were selected and one a~signed to each of ~1ve 

students. Eaoh stUdent read his own essay to the class, but no one else 

read it. Oonsequently he felt that he was giving the audience so!nething 

they had no chance to get otherwise. The result was that the vigor and 

me~ning 'they put <,into their reading left li ttle to be desired on this score. 
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One of the strongest features of t he course, in ~he author's 

opinion, was the unusual interest and pleasUre which the s~udents apparently 
, I 

took in working up their oomposi tions; the. resul ts in this respect were far 

ahead of those in any other ' composition class of which he has ever known. 

This conclusion is not based upon his observation alone, but was checked 

by testing the students. In order that the interest might mot be that due 

in large measure to the personality of the teacher, the test was made upon 

the students of both sections I and II, a total of thirty-three students 

present. Each student was esked these questions: 

"Have YO,U before this year on the whole enjO~d composing themes , 
If so, why; if not, why not? (As nearly as ou can. tell ,'1 

"Have you this year on the whole enjoyed comp sing the!Iles? . 
If so, why; if not., why not , (As nearly as ou can tell)." 

As there was an emotional element involved in this, it ias of course to be 

expeoted that students might not take preoisely the same attitude towards 

the work at this time as later on: this was the case. The test was given a

bout the first of May and, in checking up the resul ts by eompa:ti ,ng them wi th 

those obtained from the final theme, several changes were noti oe'd. These, 

however, in no case showed that a student had ohanged from enjoyment to dis. 

like, but, in several instances, students on May first stated they did not 

enjoy the work, while i~ their final papers they considerably modified their 

former statements "of the work." The reason for this was that they had in the 

meantime studied argument and liked it. The results of this test are given 

in Tables III, IV, and V • 

It is scarcely necessary to say !!lu~h regarding these results as they 

speak for 'themselves, but it is especially gratifying to note the great im

provement in those who disliked oomposition formerly, a~ well as in the case 

of those who before this year liked it only fairly or moderately well. In 

this connection, the reader's attention is oalled to the fact that this lm-

provement was not due in very great measure to the fact that this was the first 

time thay had ever had oomposition work systematically, as a oonsidepable 
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number of them ha.d had such work before in one form or an.other, in good 

* high schools , too. 

TAB L E III • 

Showing C0ptparatlve Attitudes of .Students Toward 

Composition Work Before and Duri~g Course. 

Before this Oourse. Curing thms Oourse. 

Bymber Enior1nS Composition 

Fairl~ Well ••••• 5 •••••••••••••••••••••••• w ••• 2. 

Average Well •••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 20. 

Extremely Well •• O ••••• ~ •••••••• ~ •••••••••••• 4. 
Total •••••• ~9 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 

Humber Indifferent tQ ••••••••••• 2 •••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• 2 

Number Disliking 
Composition. 

Average ••• ~ •• ~.20 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 5 

Extremely •••••• 2 •• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 
total ~22 ; 5 

33 33 

* For further information on this'point, see Appendix a. 





TAB L E IV • (A). 

Showing Change in Attitude of Students toward 
Composition Wor. before and during Course. 
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Attitude before Course. Change in Attitude. 

Number EnjoyinS Composition. 
(3 changed to average enjoyment • 

Fairly well ••••••••••• 5 . ••••••••• (1 remained same. 
II 

Average well ......... ···4 •••••••••• ~ 
; ~ (1 

~ lZ. 

changed to extreme enjoyment. 
changed to indifferent. 
remained same. 
liked better. 

Extre!D.sly well ••••••••• O. ; ••••••••• (4nappeared here, but these are 
. , accounted for elsewhere. 

Bumber Indifferent to ••••••••••• 2. ~ ......... loth ohanged to average 
enjoyment. 

Nwnber Disliking Oomposition. (1 changed to indifferent. 
(1 changed to fair enj oY!Ben t •. 

Average ••••••••••••• ~.20.~ ••••••••• (12 changed to average enjoyilent. 
i (1 changed to extreme enjoymeT'l.t. 
;. {5 still di sliked, but one of 

. i these less so. 
i 

Extremely •••••••••••••• 2 •••••••••• ( 80th of these changed to ex
treme enjoyment. 

TAB LEo IV. (B). 

Showing Ohange of Attitude of Students toward Composition 

Work eefore and during the Oourse,by Peroen'agea. 

3% of students dropped back as regards improvement in attitude. 

20% o~ students re~ained stationary as regards improvement in attitude. 

7710 changed for better as regards improvement in attitude. 

However, the reasons advanced by the students for their change in 

attitude are worthy of careful attention and are accordingly given in tables 

VI and VII on the follo.wing page s. It will be notioed 'that the reasons as

signed for improvement support very well the general methods of the course 

and that the definiteness of instruction mentioned by the largest number of 
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the class effectually settles any objection that may be raised to the 

effect that such an informal and inductive method of composition is 

li~ely to produce Va~enes~ and inaccurate results. The reasons ad

vanoed by those who did not improve need little oomment, with the except

ion . of the f1fth one, which comes from a menta.lly deficient student in 

Section II. The other reasons in several oases ·, it will be noted, are 

scaroely worth Donsidering. 

Growing out of the defiJj.iteness of instruction, in all probabil

ity, but' at any rate certainly appearing from some cause, it was notic-

ad this year that the students .did an unusually efficient grade of think-

ing. This has already been noted by a great many of the students. It , , 

manifested itself to the teacher in the form of a much more int~~ligent 

and logical organization of thought on the part of the students, with 

a resulting easier and more flUent expression for the precise purposes 

of the author. This was in part, ' probe.bly due to the definiteness 

of the instruction and to work on the classics, particularly the last 
• 

two selections; but, iTl the author's opinion, it came largely ~m the 

fact that the students considered their audience so much. This keeping 

of the audience in mind an.d thinking constantly about the precise 

effect to be aimed at, produoed a directness of aim, etc., that was never 

approaohed in. the author's olasses before. As a reSlilt, this class show-

ad an unusually intelligent and precise use of the principles, of unity, 

coherence, and emphasis, although veryl 11ttle formal wODk, and indeed 

very few lessons, were devoted to these pr1nciples. 
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Showing Reasons Advanced By Student.s for 
Ohange to .s More Pavorab1e Attitude. 
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Humber of students 
mentioniI\i it 

5. 

6. 

16 •••••••••••••• 

8 ••• 0. • • • • • · • • • • 
6 •••••••••••••• 

5 •••••••••••••• 

4 •••••• • •• • •• • • 

3 •••••••••••••• 

Definiteness of instruction; better knowing what 
they w~re doing; having a definite goal. 

Greater freedom of subject permitted. 

Increased practice made it easier. 

Gradation of work so they could see improvemp.nt. 

Incre.ased realiza.tion of value of composi tion 
in other things. 

Use of classics showed them how. 

TAB LEVI • 

Showing Reasons Advanced by Students fqr not Changing 
to a More Favorable Attitude. 

1 Boy who dropped from enjoyable to indifferent. 
Took too much effort; could not get grades he used to get. 
Student No.2. 

1 Natura.lly became w.orried when he had a task to perform; could not rest 
until he got theme off his hands. Late~ said work was more 
pleasurable. 
Student No.7. 

1 Temperamental dislike for organizing his thoughts; he later liked 8l!gument. 
Student No.8. 

1 Too hard; disliked criticism of his teacher. He nad been lazy. From 
Section II. 

1 Could not well see what was to be done. Mentally deficient student from 
Section II. 

1 Disliked it naturally; could not get gOOd subjects. Lazy; did poor work 
all around. From Section II. 

1 Hard· to find subjects others would oare to listen to. Remained partly en
joyable. 
Student }fo.16. 

= 
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The method or using the classics in this course also brought a

bout some very good effects. In the minds or the students, it prOduced an 

abili ty to get the substance or anything read much more easily than formerly;_ 

and tram the teacher's view pQtnt,~heir improvement in this same ability was 

very marked. The method was first to study the olassics as wholes and then 

to take the more detailed work by studying thought units as subbeads. Th~8. 

produced in the students a considerable facility in getting the relations of 

the par,ts of a piece to the whole with a consequently increased abili ty to 

. get the gist of a thing easily. The plan of going to the classics to dis

cover the methods of work e~ployed by good writers,ann of trying to imitate I , 

these m~tho?s, also resulted in much outside work on the part of the students, 

for it encouraged them to hunt ~or good examples and to notice good or poor 

effects in their reading outside the class. Very rrequently during the year, 

various stUdents called the tea.cher's attention to books, magazine articles, 

eta. , that illustrated well or poorly various features of the work at the 

time under consideration, most suggestions or this sort being given of cours-e, 

in the conferences, although no such work •• s required. The students at var-

ious times also supple~ented the work in the classics by introducing tnto 

their themes new effects observed elsewhere; this was very he~pful. Of cour~ 

once in a while so~e poor effect was imitated, as in the case of the boy 81-

ready cited on page twenty-six; there were, however, very few such cases, and 

the good results from this original work far out~eighed the bad • 
. 

One of the strongest ~eatures of the general method of the course 

was undoubtedly the use of the oonferences. The value of these conferences 

has already been shown by what the students think of them, but it is well 

to ' empha.size some of the pOints mentioned by them and to bring out others. 

The conferences brought about a better understanding between teacher and 

student than could ever have been hoped for, under a system of class , in-

s truction alone. Through them the teacher was enabled t o ,understand the 
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student '.s thought before it was expressed; this of course gave him as 

teacher an immense advantage~ &Jro1rtbea Ie resutt was a 1puch higher standard 

of work because the teacher was in a position to appeal much~ore effective

ly to the moti ves that make fO'r the 'best efforts in composi tion. The teach

er found that they produced in him an inspiration and a freshness tbat mat-

, erlally helped him to make the work more interesting. They also enabled . 

him to give the student a much superior form of criticism. 

This criticism was applied just where it was needed and was more 

impressi ve because gi ven personally. It was also more thorough and search

ing for the teacher could feel at liberty to speak as frankly as neoessary 

when be had the 'student in l1rivate, while the latter took such oriticism 

,1thout the slightest ill-will toward the teacher; although he would have 

resented keenly ~uch .11der criticism given in publio. Furthermore, the 

students were very free to ask for help on matters they ware troubled with; 

they were oonsequently brought to be more oarefUl in their .ork and to do 

more effeotual self-oriticism. The corrections by the tud ~ts after the 

cri ticism, were much better than under olass in'struction omly, for the teacih

,er could a.lways see that suoh OQrrections were made fai thfully and accurate

ly, and by the student alone, which he could ne'ver do altogether satisfacte 

orily if he used written cr1ticismssolely. On this ~atter of corrections, 

while it may the~retically be better, according to the authors of the temt 

used*, for the student to improve by trying to eliminate the same error in a 

new theme rather than by correcting it in an old one, it is the writer's e.

perienee that such a the&ry is well nigh incapable of being put into aotual 

praotioe .ith a: class. The reason for this is that the teacher cannot re

member what errors each student made in his last theme so as to watch for -

* Bro~ks-Hubbard; yomposition and RhetoriC, Prefaoe, ~ge 5. 
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them in the new one. It is also freque~tly very inconvenient, if not impos~ 

aibie, to get the last theme back to the student before he begins the ne~ one. 

Oonsequently, it is necessary for the teacher to see that .the student realizes 

fully the errors in the old the!Iles and improves the pracess of oO!Ilpoli<tt'mf' 

by forming the habit of oriticising his own work before he leaves it. The 

best way to do this is to have the student correct his ' old errors so that he 

may know definitely what they are; this correoting can be done in conferences 

better than any plaoe else. The conference~ also saved an enormo~s , ount 

01' time usually devoted to seeing that corrections were made, and to class 

'drills and ftgrinds ft on the mechanics of composit~on,- spelling, punctuation, 

gramma:bical oonstruction, etc., whioh in the usual comJ>Qsi tion olass, often 

occupy so much time and are so distasteful to teacher and students as .e~l. 

One of the best ways of testing the worth of any teaching is to see 

how well the amili ties developed by the student in that particular subject 

are carried over into work outside the class. If the course be judged by 

this test, the results seem to be gratifyin.g. The ~tudents have already giv.,. 

en consideraole testimon.y in this regard, but the teacher also noticed the 

good results of the compo's 1 tion work as manifested in th.e other classes in 

whioh these students reci ted. Nor was this his view alone. At on,e ti!lle 

during the ,year, Professor Charters· started a"hospital" for students in 

the sohool, who naturally or h ~itually spelled poorly. As the composition 

students did much , more writing than any others in school,their spelling could 

be more aoourately observed; a fair proportion of them,. naturally, were soon 

in the "hospital". In testing them, Professor Charters~had them write com

positions, sometimes whomly original and sometimes using certain words be 

gave them. On one ocoasion he asked the author about several students and it 

was found that he had picked out all the students in English II then in the 

fthospital ft , although he did not know they belonged to the composition class, 

--
* SUpervisor of Instruction 1n the Teaohers Oollege High School. 
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simply by t;he superior o~ganiza.tion and' distinctive style apparent in their 

themes. These students were of course a~ong the poorest in the composition 

class, so it may be conjectured howmuoh this ~bility was carried over in the 

case of the better students. There was also a !nuoh saner use of the prin

oiples of composi tion in the olass" which was, acofJrdin.g to the testimony 

of the students, carried over into work outside the school. The work in 

this class was better . linlted with other wO!'., in the teacher's opinion, 

because it concerned itself more directly with things outside the composit

ion class. The result Was that the students relt at liberty to write about 

whatever they were interested in; consequently, they were free to bring about 

the connections with other subjects themselves an,d did not have to be driven 

to do this superficially by the teacher. 

This concludes this · part of the author's estimate of the value 

of the work, but the reader who cares for further proof ilS referr'ed to ~ 

Appendix.Q where sample themes from various stu.dents are giv~n. These themes 

are arranged so that the 8tudent~d progress IR.4Y be ea's!ly noti~ed at one 

reading. 

While the course as a whole was mOre than satisfactory to the 

teacher, and while he sees no occasion whatever to modify his original theory 

in any of its essentials, there are still several places, which have natural

ly been di .. scovered during the work of the year, where the course might be 

improved. Let us now turn our attention to some of these possible ways of 

improve!Ilent, which, for convenience in treatment, are. listed below. 

1. Use of the Audience. 

T~e use of this was in the main highly satisfactory, but the 

oourse might be materially improved by the extension, of this prin

ciple still further; particularly by developing a body of student 

readers for composi tion addressed to the eye,. Most of the themes 

this year when read in class were addressed to the ear; the only 

appeal, to any considerable extent, made to the eye, occurred when 

the themes were read by the teacher. This. could be i~proved upon 
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by using the other students.as a "visual audience", if the expres

sion 1s permissible, whioh could be easily managed by having a 

theme handed over to several other students to be criticised f'or 

visible form. Thi 's was provided for to . some extent by putting the 

themes on the bull""tin board, but, as n.o poor thllInes were thus ex-

hi~ited, only the better writers received much benefit from this. 

The audience feature of the work, however, seemed to produce 

a noticeably poor quality of reading aloud of the classics by mem

bers of the class. They would read very well indeed their themes 

and anything which they were gi ve!l to look up indi vidually; also, 
if in a class discussion~a student needed .to cite a .passage to sup-

port his ' position, he would turn to it and read it excellently. 

But the students simply would not read well passages that they felt 

the others had in their books before, them so that there was no real 

need for reading them. . The teacher talked to them of the advan.~.i 

t~ges of being able to read well, but it was hard to get them to 

regard this seriously when common sen.se told them that they were 
is 

right in the matter. His own conclusi~n is that thlsA something 

that can be helped only by taking advantage of ~ore of those cases 

in which they do read intelligently and letting the other readings, 

which are really of little use, go. The fact that they could read 

well when there was a real need for it, showed their ability in 

this direotion so that, if advantage were ta.ken of such occasions, 

they would probably read well when.ever it was neoessary. They 

could be asked to present to the class good examples of the prin-
, 

olples und~r discussion obtained from outside sources, which 

examples would of course be individual. In this way it would be 

possible, if the teaoher insisted that these epecl~ens be short, 
. , 

for· the student to do as much reading as he would likely do aBy.sy 

if he read the paragraph or two that would be his share or the 
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reading in the classic on anyone day. 

2. Apportionment oflork 
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In. this connection it has already been noticed that some stUtol!t 
, 

dents recommended more time for argument. This coincides with the 

author's view; to accomplish this, the time allowed narration could 

easily be shortened. Description and exposi tion do n_ot seem to 

have an undue amount of time, but they could if necessary be short

ened a little. At any rate, a shortening ~ all alon.g the- first 

two-thirds of the course m~ght be desirable with a view to giving 

more ti:ne to the last two classics, if these are to be studied a-

gain. There was apparently,sufficient time for the other two clas

sics. There 'might also be a slightly smaller amount of writing, 

although this on the whole did not seem to be any undue burden on 

the teachers or on the students except those in Section III, who 

had their recitations daily and who also were very poor in the work. 

It might be well to include a few more class themes; the teach

er of Section III felt this to be the case, but it hardly seemed to 

be necessary in Seotions I and II. The wri tin.s of themes in class 

does produce a readiness of expression, but it also tends to great 

shallowness, the studen.ts frequently racing through and then si t

ting without doing anything. I~ is unjust to require all to put 

in the same amount of time on the same thing; but several idle 
scattered 

students sittin.gAthroughout the class are not calculated to assist 

work on the part of the others. This tends to what someone calls 

a "fatal facility" in composition,that is conducive to anything 

but good results. 

3. Use of the Qlassics. 

The work with' the classics this year was on the whole satis-

factory, but it seemed that at ti~es certain things were being 

developed from an inductive study of the classics wherl thel might 
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have been brought out with much more ease and in less time by the 

L/ common-sense method described in ehapter II, Section If. Thi s 

latter method, however, as already stated, has a tendency to 

waste time and result in vague generalities. To obviate this, 

the text might be well used more as a reference, the teacher after 

the discussion referring the .students to the treatment in the . . 

text, indicating only the essentials there; students will look 

up a reference without much trouble if it is short and very succinct. 

The classics themselves, beyond a doubt, should be chan.ged, 

with one exception. Silas Marner was very satisfactory, but 

Hawthorne proved too introspective for most of' the students. 

Stevenson's .Treasure Island or Kidnapped would ' ~ake a good substi

tute for the latter. Macaulay" AddisoD was very unsatisfactory, 

as before ind~cated, and should b, all means be eliminated. If it 

is desired to keep a classic by Maoaulay, his Johnson ,would prove 

a better choice. The 0onciliation proved to' be very hard for a 

considerable number of the class, and also exceedingly dry for som , 

but on the other hand it appealed to some of the students 'more 

than any other classic studied this year. The author is inclined, 

from his experience and that of others with whom he has talked,to 

discontinue the use of this particular classic, but has so far 

found no satisfactory substitute. 

4. OUtside Rea.ding. 

The results in this di.rection· were not what they shoul.d have 

been. I~ is true that each s~udent read a good book the first 

semester and the 'author knows that nearly a.11 of them were reading 

something most of the time as they would tell him about the books 

and ci te examples of what they had . found in outsi de readin.g, bUt 

he feels that he might have ~anaged t? have them read more. It 

would be an easy matter to r.emedy th s another ye~r by preparing 
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e. li'st of good books with which the teacher was familiar and re-

qui ring the students to read a certain reasonable number 01 these, 

the teacher oaref'ully selecting a book suited to the nature of 

each student and talking 1 t over wi th him at the conferen.ees. 

Much better results and 8. better liking for good literature would 

be obtained in this way than by assign.in.g formal book reviews 

and work of this kind which are really beyond the ability of most 

high sohool students and are very distasteful to them. All the 

abstracting neoessary can be secured in connection with the study 

of the classics, where the passages are suffioiently short for the 

s tuden ts to handle wi th success t' 

5. Forms Qf Discourse .• 

It has been suggest~d to the author by various people whom 

he has consulted, particularly Professor Fairchild of the Teach

ers College Faculty, and by books on the teach~ng of oomposition, 

that it Dl1'8 . t be possible to do away with t~e treatment involving 

the use of the forms of disoourse and approach the matter more 

from the study of the paragraph, etc. But it seems to the author 

that this takes a subordinate element and oenters the attention 

upon it while leaving out the biggest motive of a11,- the precise 

effeot the wrfter aims to produce upon his reader. He aims to 

tell an interesting story, to paint a vivid worl picture, to ex

plain a thing lucidly, t convinoe an opponent, etc., and the 

paragraph and sentenoe are minor elements in' this. The treatment 

by the forms of discourse lays hold of this main motive and 
i. 

works wi th iOt. 

It might be possible to distinguish only two divisions, lit

erary and logical oomposition, the former involving the CO-or

dination of images intended to center the reader's idea upon these 

images, ahd the latter invol· ing ideas and aiming to eenter the 
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reader's atteltltion up,on the e.~pltott expression of the relations 

involved between these ideas. Narration and description would be 

covered by the former and exposition and argumentation by the lat

ter. SUch a division ~ight be simpler and if it were followed, 

the purpose of the writer might be clearly kept in mind, but 

hardly so clearly as under the presen.t division. The author would 
. -

very much be opposed to letting a student write as he pleased under 

any form, and then trying to improve the expression of what he did 

choose, as some suggest,. This might work with only one or two 

students, but it would seem impossible to hold a class together 

under this plan. Again, under such conditions, the student might 

get a very inadequate experience for he would proba.bly choose tha.t 

form in which he was best arid seldom if ever try the others; al- . 

though be might, under the conditions obtaining this year, after 

a short trial in them, learn to like them and use them to re-en

force his work in the particular for~s he did not like. Then, t09, 

any sucb license would tend to destroy the definiteness and clear

ness of instruction ·that meant so much to the students, according 

to their testimony. A throwing down of the bars would result in 

the stUdents wandering off in various directions instead of gol~g 

directly toward one fixed pOint. The attention of the students 

could hardly be centered upon anyone thing at the same time and 

there would be no need whatever ' for .keeping the class together 

except for the purpose of studyin.g some of' the more mechani cal 

' elements of writing. 

S. Correlating with ,.ork of other classes. 

It seemed at times that the results would be better if more 

a~v8.ntage could be taken of the work that the students had to pre

pare in other classes, so that they might be permitted to devote 
. . 

their t1me in the oomposi tion class to the form of SU1ch~ work. 
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There were, however" oertainunsurmountable difficulties in the 

administration of the practice work, whfch made this out of the 

question. It would , noi, on the other hand, as is sometimes ad

vocated, be advisable, in the author'\,- opinion, to have any great , 
part of the written work in the, composition class consist of that 

which is to be handed in in other classes. In this case, the main 

motive for good composition, the difference in ~ntellectual or 

emotional level between the writer and his audience, is entirely 

1 acking·. No ambun t of preaching at the other teachers ' i ~. ever 

going to bring them to a point where they will use the written 

work which in their classes is test work, pure and si!Ilple, for the 
t.. 

purpose of gi ving the studen t a charfce to wri te upon something 

concerning which he knows more than they do. The work in these 

other classes must of necessity partake !I\ore or ' less of the nature 

of examina.tion or test work. Concerning the evil effects of such 

writing upon , good composition ' work, an Engli~h·teacher, whose 

book every composition teacher should read, has well 'said*': 

"Examinations ••• tend to Ji>aralyze the powers of exposit
ion. The mental atti tude enforced on the examinee is the slight .. ; 
ly ridiculous attitude, for a writer, of a person obliged to 
give information to some one who already possesses it. In every 
day life yO? are silent in the presence of a person better ao~ 
quainted with a subject than yourself. It is only in the ex
amination-room that you tell the better-infor!Jled person, your 
eX8."Iliner, what he already knows and what he is often imtensely 
bored to be tQld again. If you are a wise person and clever ex~ 
aminee, you a.llude, you hint, you suggest, you convey your 
knowledge in the briefest possible for ,:n,that is, in a form tot
ally unintelligible to the previously unitiated." 

Suoh work as this is surely n.ot desirable in the composition class; 

it oertainly does not enable us to start the process of composit~ 

i on. under a fUll head of steam, but ra.ther to work under 

* Hartog: The Writing of "English, p.75. 
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. ~ection 3. 

( Continued. ) 
J 

in·adequa te propjJ.l si va force, 11 of course produce inade'-

qua te resul tSl/ If thi s be not the c ise, the studen t wi 11 prepare 
,. . 

the same composition for two differe ~ audiences, the two teach-

ers, who do not and never 

far as the information he 

sa~e relation to hi~, so 
\ 

gi V\~ the!I1, is concerned. 
\ 

This lack of defini teness of purpo e i 8 lik',lY to produce a 

violation of the cardinal princiPJe of unity\ that may lead to 

seri ous resul ts. And finally, it! !11ay .~~ urge~ against such a plan, 

that it gives the student work if! exposition a~ost exolusively. 

/ \ 
Th!i Value of tbe General Theory for App~ication 

\ 
\ 

As this thesis is wri tten partly in the ho'pe that ; t :nay be of 

some assi stance to other teachers of cO!llposi tion, i t will be vvell to con-

sider the applicat-ion of the principles herein given to the teaching of eom-
\ 

position in public high schools. From an experience of several y~ars in 
\ 

such teaching himself and fro!ll talking wi th others who 'have taught\. there, the 
\ 

author sees no rea,son. why all of these prinCiples and :nethods COU~d not be 

suocessfully applted and used in any high school, wi ~h the posst bl~ exoeption 
\ 

of securing enough conferenoes. 
\ 

In public high s 'choqls it is usually desir-
I' 

over the four Ye1rs; 

would very ~uch ,prefer 

able to spr~ad the composition work the authorities 

of the Teachers Oollege High School to do that, but, 

as it is in some sens.as s, preparatory school, they are compelled to concen-

trate on composi tion in one year. The principles could, ·however, easily be 

applied throughout the four years, the course si!Ilply being exten.ded to cover 

that perioQ, and taking part of the ti!Ile devoted tOI$n:glish; or else the 

field could be gone over several ti:rnes, each time !Bore intensi;vely; or it 

could be gone over first with no attention to the for~s of discourse, leav-· 

ing them to be differentiated later. These are minor matters and would no~ 
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af'fect the working of th~ principles. Different 'classics CQuld be used as 

the teacher might desire, ahd oertainly a great ~any ~ore of them. In 

using classics, for inductive work on. rhetorical principles, it is very 

neoessary that all the students use the sa~e edition to avoid wasting ~uoh 

time. With a four years course " the finer points could be taken up much 

better and the results should be very muoh better than in this course. The 

oonferences, are,' however, a very essential part of the work of applying 

the principles, and should be provided for at all costs. 

To many teachers, it may seem that conference work is simply ad

ding ,& g:rea t burden to a teacher already weighed down by work. This is by 

no means the ca.se. In the first place, conference work is not like class 

routine., but is i.nformal in its nature, and,' while none the less valuable 

in its results, requires no formal preparation and is the most inspiring 

and invigorating work the composition teacher can do~ This year it a1 ost 

never seemed like work, but was more liEe a chat or little visit with a 

friend. Again, ~he matter of arranging for conferences if viewed from the 

teacher"s side,. is almost wholly a matter of merely doing a different kind 

of work in the same time, and notputtlng in more hour·s. The compos! tlon 

teacher in a great !ll.any 'schools puts a grade on every the!Ile, keeps' a reoord 

or that grade, and of the correction or the theme, not clearing the record 
, . 

until the theme is satisCact6~ily correoted. Now with the conference method, 

the teacher has no need to keep a daily grade record or to put grades on the 

themes. He knows what each student is doing, and if any reference to themes 

is necessary, each st~dent may hand in all his themes for the month at the 

end of each month, arranged in order, when a glance will tell the teacbe:r all 

that is ne ded. Then, too, if good work is to be done, the teacher must s 

see to it very carefully, that the student thoroughly corrects his errors. 

This >requires that after the student has corrected his theme, he'retum : lt 

to the tea.cher who then looks over it to see if the corrections are sati sfac

tory. This neoessi tates a gread dea l of work in keeping the the!Il8S lrt /~' order" 

besides looking over the errors. The conference ~ethod si~ply ta~es about 
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the SB.!Ile time to look over the errors, but this is done wi th the student him

self, and all the labor of keeping the themes in order, et(r~ di·s piliacew.::upon 

bitm.' The routine wOrk of the teacher is certainly much eased by having the 

student do the arranging of themes before he comes to conference. On the 

whole,if the work is done thoroughly in either case, the use of conferences 

'really takes very little extra ti-me on the part of the teacher. Still, if 

he feel s that he cannot spare so much ti!Ile, i t r~ay be poss'i ble for hi'!Il to 

see the weak ones once in two weeks, and the others less frequently. This 

is not good for the latter, but it is a fair makeshift. Again, if the com

position work is at all concentrated in one class, it is best to have rather 

frequent oonferenoes there and less frequent ones in the others. Onoe in 

two weeks was found to be the most advantageous arran.gement 'for conference 

where students were writing very frequently, and the author gave hal~-hour 

conferences; but frequently he found that he could aocomplish everything 

possible in tw~nty ~inutes, so let the student go then. 

The finding of times that will suit the stUdents is a more dif

ficult matter. It is of course desirable that as many conferences as pos

sibJ.e come during school hours; in fact SO!Il6 teachers insist that they must 

oome then or not at a.l1. It 1s indeed possible to get a large number or all 

of the~ during that time. If the teacher is keeping study hall~ any period 

during the day, several can be worked in then; they can be given at recess, 

a little before noon, immediately after school or early in the ~orning. They 

do not tax a teacher as regular teachin.g does, so he can give the!Tl very well 

at the periods indicat~d. The author gave them under such circumstances 

all year. It would be better to have the stUdent off who~l¥ by himself, but 

it is not neoessary as the teacher and he can talk in low tones and be per

fleetly pr1 vata. In the author's class 1 t was found that students made no 

objections to coming at such times as they felt that what they received 

from the conference more than made up for any inconvenience. Again a number 

of conferences were held each Saturday mormllmJr ; as a rule, and instead of 

disliking to CO!!le on that morning a considerable proportion of ,~he students 
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rather prererred to eome then, as ~ob conferences were given when the 

teacher ' was fresh and were 'consequently regarded as of more value. 

As a last resort more time might be taken from the reoitation 

'period. The author believes that three recitations and tl)e other two 

periods in each week devoted to conference work, will produce muoh better 

resul ts in a year than fi ve periods of class reci tation l!i thout any q.on

ference work. Again, the teacher of composition if abreast of the times 

may be able to demonstrate to his superintendent that his subjeot is 

essentially a laboratory _ one, which it certainly is; tha t hi-s:"!', 1_~; ~laboratory 

instruction must be individual as in the case of the sciences; that he 
--

must have q,ouble ,periods just a.s the science teacher has. 't'hi s will pro-

vide abundant time for such work, and is a.n arrangement already employed 

in some of the good eastern high schools. With these suggestions, the 

author trusts that any teacher will be able to arrange for such confer

enoes as he needs for his work} if' he oan do this, he should have little 

o,ther trouble in applying the general theory. 





I N o 0 N C L U S ION • 

Wi th this, ends the treat!:lent of these experiments in compo

sition in the Teachers Oollege High School during 1907-8. The author, 

of course, does not hope that a final solution of the problem has been 

reaohed, "but he believes that he has made progress in that direction be

cause he ha~ achieved a clarificati'on of his ideas,- the first step nes-

essary in the solution of any problem. 

Professor Barrett Wendell has truly obse7ved: 

"It is by no means true that if the reality be a very 
definite thing to us, our words will so show it to others*." 

Nevertheless, tb·e a11lthor hopes that he has made clear to the reader the 

things that he himself believes to be real, amely: that his theQry 

of composition is in general the true one beoause it is founded upon the 

basic principles of the composition experience; that his methods qf ' 

teaching the subject were on the whole in accordance with the nature of 

the true theory of composition; that 18 large measure the object for 

which the experiments were oonducted,W8S attained. This object, it 

will be reoalled, was to make composition interesting to ordinary 

high school 'students, and to more fully realize the magniftcerl"t possibil

ities of the subject. 

* Barrett Wendell: English Oomposition, 'p, 214. 
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APPENDIX A. 

SECTIONS OF THE CLASS. 

Seotion Reci ta tions 
per week. 

semester.§. Teschel: iirol1ment 
it. s. 2nd. S. 

I ••••••• • •••• 3 •••••• · ••••••• Both ••••• Oarter Alexander •• 38 ••••••• 25 

II ••.••••.••• 3 •••••••••••••• Both ••••• Luoy Wolff •••••••• 22 ••••••• 23 

III •••••••••• 5 •••••••••••••• Second ••• Maude Beamer ••••••••••••••• 14 

Note 1:..-

Note 

sections I and III had Hal#.-hour conferenoes, once in two 
weeks. Section II had no regular conferences. 

2:- 0 

Section III was made up largely of students 
first semester in the other two seotions. 
review of narration and then went ahead on 
schedule. 

who had failed the 
They took a rapid 
the regular 

APPORTIONMENT OF THE WORK. 

Olassics Principles Themes Total 
Number of Lessons 

Narration •••••••• 14. ~ ••••••••• 8 •••••• o ••••••• 17 •••••••••• 39 
Desoription •••••• 4.~~ •••••••• 9 •••••••.••••• 10 •••••••••• 33 
Exposition ••• ~ ••• 7. ~ ••••••••• 7 ••••••••••• ~ .10 •••••••••• 24 
A r gum en t. • • • . . • •• 8...........1........ ~ • • • ~ ~o~3 • • • • • • • • • .12 

Totals .33 •••••••••• 25 •••••••••••• • 40 • ••••••• !l.O-8 r 

Note 1:-

Note 
All recitations owere one hour in length. 

2:-
Part of the classics used for desoription had been covered 
in the 0 reading for noarration. 

Note 3:-
°The final theme of the year is listed ounder exposition. 

Note 4:-
About a ° dozen class themes were given incidentally during 

the year; no detailed record has been kept of these. 

BOOKS USED. 

IW~ 
Brooks-Hubbard: Composition and Rhetoric: A. B. C. 

Used as a referenoe book only. 

~lassics. All Lake Edition, S. F. & Co. 
Hawthorne: Twice TOld .Tales: for description primarilYJ 

for narration seoondarily. 
Eliot: ° Silas Marner: for narration primarily; for 

description seconodarily. 
Maoaulay: Addison: for exposition. 
Burke: Conciliation: for argument. 
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A P PEN D I X A. 
BOOKS USED. (Continued). 

Note:-
All classics were studied first as literatur.e; they were 
later used as a 'basis fOr working out rhetorical principles 
inducti vely. 

OUTLINE OF SUBJSCT MATTER. 

1. NARRATION. 
(a) Classics. 

Twice Told Tales: 
Gray Champion ) 
Wedding Knell ) 

One lesson each. Mr. Higginbotham's Oatastrophe .» 
Peter Goldthwaite's Treasure 

Silas Marner. Nine lessons. 
Life and S~yle of Author, one lesson .• 

(b) Develop~ent of Principles and The~e Work.(Numbe~s Show, the order 
L Ti tl Th in Whl ch wori\ was gi v-

esson. e. ,e!l1e. en.) Title. 

1 •• Infor~al Discussion as to 
nature of work. 

3 ••••••••• The Introduction. 

5 ••••••••• The Point of a Story. 

7 ••••••••• The Conclusion. 

12 ••••••••• Un i ty , Coherence an d 
Sequence. 

1 S ••• • ••••• Lesson on Plot. 
Mass introduoed. 

a~~~. ~~~~~Qnal Reports. 

4 ••••••••• 0ral Stories;part~ 
attentio~ to Int. 

6 ••••••••• Writtenthe~e for 
point. 

8 •••••.••• Th e!Tle for C011.

elusion. 
g. • • • • • ••• The me for uni ty 

by details. 
10 •• · •••••• The~e for coher

ence and sequence 
by time order. 

11 ••••••••• Unity by means of 
ti!ile relations. 

13 ••••••••• 0utline of Silas 
Marner,Chap~IV. to 
show hoVi author 
observed princinl~ 
of 1 e s son .·#12. -

l4 ••••••••• 0utline of a Story 
on Basis of pre
vious work. 

15 ••••••••• Writing of story 
to follow outl i ne. 

'Ii !" •• :. • • • ••• jVri.titjg a Plot. 
18 ••• ~ ••••• Story to corres '~ 

pond. 
19 ••••. • · • • I!llaginat1. ve. Stor~· 
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II. 

III. 

(b) DeyeJopment of pripciples aJld5Theme work •. (Continued'. 
Lesson. Title. Theme. Title. 

20 •••• Im~ in.a ti ve sto ry; 
esp~eial attention 
to . climax. 

21 •••••••• 0omversation in Stories. 

23 •••••• . •• Different Trains of 
Events. 

DESQRIPTIQN • 
(a) Qlassios. 

Twice Told Tale~: ) 
Sunday at Home 
Rill hom the Town Pump ) 
Little Annie's Rambles ) 
Toll Gathere~s Day ) 
Vision of the Fountain ) 
Sn.ow Flakes ) 

22 •••• Using Oonversatipn 
to complete an un
complete story. 

24 •••• Different trains of 
events. 

25 •••• Oharacter shown by 
action only. 

Three lessons. 

Life and s~,te of Hawthorne, one lesson. 

(b) Development', of -Principles and Theme Work. 
Tht·s has a.lready been gi ven in Ohapter II, Section 5. 

EXP~S~TIQN • 
a. Olassics. 

Addison: Outlined with gradually increasing differentiation. 
One Birdseye View and five detailed lessons. 

Life and Stpe of Macaulay, one lesson. 

(b) Development of Eri:nciples and Theme Work. 
Lesson. Title. Theme. Ti tIe. 

1 ••••••• The Introduction to 
. Expqsition. 

4 ••••••• Un1ty and eoherence in 
exposition •• 

5 ••••••• Use of the outline in 
exposition. 

2 •••• Paragraph each to sm w: 
How something 1 s done. 
Why something is so~e . 
What Something ls. 

3 •••• The"!1le to show in 
what A's powers as 
a writer consisted. 

6 •••• Write. up of what was 
learned in lessom ~. 
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III. EXPOSITION. 

(b) Development of Princi]Jles ~and Theme Work. (Continued) • 
Ti tl e. Lesson. Ti tIe. Theme 

8 •••••.••• Definition, division, 
delimitation, synonyms. 

lO ••••••••• Exposition by repetit
ion and examples. 

12 ••••••.•• Exposition by compari
son and obverse. 

14 ••••••••• Exposition by cause 
and eff'ect, and 
details. 

I V. ARGUMENT. 
(a) Classi cs. 

Conctliation: 

7 •••• How to use the Univer
sity Library. Write
up of a class excur
sion there. 

9 •••• Explanation of one's 
- ravori te quotation. 

11 •••• The.e: two paragraphs 
to illust!'ate 
lesson # 10. 

13 •••• The~e for lesson # 12. 
Same subject in. two 
different ways. 

15 •••• Two paragrap hs to il
lustrate lesson #14. 

16~.~.Paragraph transition. 
17 •••• Final Theme. 

One Birseye View and six detailed lessons. 
Life and Style of Burke, one lesson. 
Outlined by briefs with gr adually increas-

ing differentiation. 

(b) Development of Principles and Theme Work. 
Lesson. Ti tIe. Theme. Ti tIe. 

1 •••••••••••••• Introduction to 
Argument. 
(This was the les
son outlined on 
page ?" 'f) • 

2 ••••••••• Brief on either 
si de of any sub
,ect of' studen.t's 
ohoosing. 

3 ••••••••• Brief on different 
- subject. 

4 ••••••.•• Brief on opposite 
side of question I 

taken in ~ or ~. 
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PERSONNEL OF SECTION I, ENGLISH II, TEACHERS CDLLEGE 
HIGH SCHOOL, SECOND SEME TER, 1907~. 

Section .l. General Information Qoncernin~ Each Student& 

po-84 ... 

This section is 8iven for the purpose of enabling the reade~ 

to see that ahe experiments were conducted with an average set of high 

school students~ It will also show him how the author studied his own .:~stu-

dents. There is here presented only such informat ion as was found to be of 

value in actual teaching. The data were collected incidentally throughout 

the year by the au thor in conferences, t ut for the sake of absolute 

accuracy, he ha.d the s:tudents wri te answers to very specific questions; 

this was done only after he had become well a.cquainted with them so that they 

would not hide things from him. The ~aterial obtained in this way is 

given below in a very condensed form. Only twenty-one students happened 

to be present at that time, so only these are discussed here. The ones not 

disoussed, were weak stUdents who had changed sections or left school. 

This treatment deals with the students of Section II only as the 

author knew these better than the others. Aside from the students who 

were doing special* work,· four in number, the personnel of thi s section di d 

not differ appreciably from that of the other two, except that Section III, 

as before noted, was made up largely of weak stUdents. The author believes 

that the students of Section II, without serious error, may be assumed 

to be fairly representative o~ average high school students doing com-

posi tion work. It is true that their a:tv.erage age is above that 0 f most 

high school composition students, but this condition, while it makes for 

earnestness of purpose and industry, has two very decided disadvanatges 

~------------------------------------------------------------------------------* This means that these stUdents had done part of the work in other schools 
and were consequently permitted to take the work with the class, bUt 
were required to do special work outside. 
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rirst, such students are very eager to get through the high school as 

quickly a s possible and are not so willing as younger students to fio the 

neoessary drill work: seoond, they are past the rormative period and 

wrong habits of expression are muoh !!lore firmly fixed in them than in 

the oase of younger students. These two disadvantages, in the author's 

opinion, offset the advantages before !Ilentioned. 

Let us now take up the data regarding the st~dents. TO ' avoid 

any embarrassment to the students, they are each given a number after 

being listed abphabetically. All towns etc., mentioned below, unless 

otherwise specified, are in Missouri. 

No.1. Boy, 19 years, from Village, preparing for aCademic work, 
possibly journalism later. 

Interested in politics, literature, science, athletics, 
English, ~athematics, and Latin. 

Setter in written than i~ oral expression. 
Previous schooling very irregular. Attended rural school ir

regularly until"O, then Village sohool until 14, Out of school 
until 17, then back in Village high school two years. 

Previous work in Engli sh very li!Ili ted. Had studied elementary 
gra~ar and had one year of composition work, without much praotice. 
Most of his knowledge of English gathered from reading outside of 
school '. . 

Had lived all his life in a community where the correct use of 
English was praotically unknown. His fa!!lily used ordinarily good 
English and corrected him at home for slips in gra~mar. 

Very fond of reading, especially fiction, poetry and history. 
Had read some from practioally all great English and A~erican writers, 
including some of the best short story writers of tOday. 

Pine student in everything, especially in the literary side of 
oemposi tion. On.ly Ii terary artist in the class. Of a timid dis
position, but developed much under use of audience method. Did 
special work. 

No.2. Boy, 16 years, preparing for academic work. Career not decided 
upon. 

Interested in athletics, history and people. 
Previous schooling very varied. Had been to good schoo~s, but 

seldom long in one place, and had moved allover the country. 
Had had good formal training in grammar and some in composition. 

Thought he knew more than he really did. 
Oommunities he lived in used bad English. 
Family used fair English and corrected him occasionally. 
Had read many bboks or adventure for boys and much rather 

trashy fiction, very little solid material. 
Very variable and superficial in his work. An average student, 

exoept that he did nothing very thoroughly. 
Better in wr.i ·tten expression than in oral expression. 
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No.3., Boy, 12 years, thought he would be a doctor. Fro!Yl cultured 
small city. 

Interested in .athletics, electricity, histo~y, physics, and biol-
ogy. 

Oral expression very much better, than written. ~ 
Grade work taken in excellent schools, but with numerous changes. 

spent only 4 1/2 y~ars in the grades, and did not finish the work 
thoroughly. : 

Sophomore in I.C.H •. S. where all high sohool work had been taken. 
Had had excellent form~l training in English. 
Home communities used good English. 
Family used good English and corrected him. 
Had read a great deal in books of adventure, and in popular science 

books for boys. 
Very bright boy, who had, however, had insufficient preparation. 

At his age, he was too restless, etc., to care lor work out principles 
very much. Developed a good deal during the year and came out in fair 
shape at the end. Was unusually large for his age and so really was 
more advanced than his years indicated. 

No.4. Boy, 15 years, from village preparing for academic work; later 
probably engineering. 

Interested in athletics, :nathem.aics, l,~guages, and doing good 
Bohool work. Better oral than written expression. 

Had been in fai r publi c and pri vate school s; had been pu.shed in 
his work. 

Had had good formal English gram!l1ar and some cO!1lposition. 
Home communities used from poor to fairly good English. 

Family used excellent English and corrected him occasionally. 
Read almost incessantly, mostly fiction of lighter sort. 
Good student in everything, but particularly ~lilliant in :mathe

·m·atics. Grea.t log~cal ability, but almost no ar'tiTtc sense .. . 

No.5. Boy, 21 years, from a large city, preparing for engineerln.g work. 
Interested in engineering, mechanical contrivances, athletios, 

mathematics, and English. 
Better ia oral than in written expression. 
Had had good grade work in city schools, but had obtained high 

school work chiefly in night schools; had been out of school practic
ally for five years. 

Oommunity used fair English. 
Family used fair English and so~etimes corrected him. 
Had read much in books and periodi cals on engineering, and in 

fi ction. 
Student of good native capacity~ who had been injured by being 

out of school so much. Made a noble eff~rt to overcome his handicap, 
but it was very h ,d work for him. Aside from his never being able 
to improve his spelling a great deal, he rounded out his work,in 
good shape by the end of the year. His poor spelling seemed to be 
practically hopeless. 

lio. 6, Girl, 15 years, from cultured .1 ssouri small ci ty, preparin.g 
for acade~ic work. 

Interested in gymnasium work, elocution, English and mathematios. 
Written expression very much better than oral. 
Graded school education good, but varied. 
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No.6. (Continued). 

One year in good high school. 
Good previous formal training in English. 
Communities lived in used from poor to good English. 
lOO.mily used excellent English and corrected her very carefully. 
Never cared for reading much, but had read a little ~f the bet-

ter class of present-day popular fiction. ~ 
Good worker who was much hampered by illness. Had grea~ dif

ficulty in making herself clear un.til work in exposition ' was well 
u nder way. She then developed very rapidly and was :nuch more suc
oessful lat er on. 

No. 7 \ Boy, 18 years, fro:n large ci ty, prepar i n ,g for :nedipal worko 
Interested in athletics, :nedical work, and physical scienoes. 
Oral expression muoh better than written. 
Had had excellent grade and Wwo years 'hi gh school work. 

Had read a grea; deal, covering, in sohool, good olassios, end 
Had had very ber English training. . 

outside, lighter fio ion. . 
A good worker, on the whole about an ave~~ge student. Very 

peculiar in that he could understand nothing unless it was presented 
to him just as he wished .it. Got things twisted very easily. 
At times did unusually good work. 

No.8. Boy, IS years, from a fa~, fUDu~e work uncertain. 
Inte~ested in reading, agriculture, history, and a little in 

athletics. 
Written expression very muoh better than oral. 
Had had one year in T. ' C. H. S. after a rural schooling. 
Had had only English I, 
Home OO!IL1Ilunity used very bad English. 
Fa~ily used very b~d English and .hardly ever oorrected him. 
Had read a great deal, ~ostly fiction on histo~y and adventure. 
A good student in his,tory. Had good log! cal ·abili ty, but wa.s 

very tim~d. Did little good in English until expes1tion was reached. 
Not good in other subjectse 

10. 9. Girl, 15 ' years, fro!D. cultured small city, preparing fOr academic 
work. 

Interested in art, musio, reading, having a good time, basket
ball, history and English. 

Could do well in both mediums of expression, but in practice con
siderably better in oral. 

Grade school work taken in private school with exception of one 
year in good town grade school. 

Sophomore in T. C. H. S. where all high sohool work has been 
taken. 

Good previous English training on for!llal side. 
Had always associated with people who used very correot Rnglish. 
Family used unusually oorreot English and oorrected her often. 
Had read a greeti deal in books of adventure for boys and in 

sentimental fiction. 
A bright girl, oapable of doing a very high class of work. She, 

however, really did rathe·r poor work a.s she was too much interested 
in having a good time and in the boys, to apply herself well. Had 
a fine literary artistte touch, but did not care to do the work 
neoessary to develop it. 

No. 10.. Girl, 24 years, from a s!llall town, preparing for !Ilusi cal work 
in an eastern conservatory. 
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No. 10. (Continued). 
Inter~sted in music, society, athletics, and Ii terature. 
Attended a rura.l sQhool until seventeen, then irregularly there .. 

atter. Had n.ever been in high school before, but had taught a grade 
in a village school. 

Previous BnaIish work had been tair on formal side, as far as it 
went, but consiste4 of literature and grammar without any composition. 

Home comm~ity. t1sec;l fair English. 
'amily used fair English and sometimes correote·d her. 
Had read a Ii tt,le, chiefly in the standard American wr1.ters,. 
Mature, caretul and conscientious worker, who did excellent work 

except when she had too much work in other SUbjects. Did special work. 

10. 11. Boy, 20 years, from large oity, preparing for business. 
Interested in art, athletics, zoology, English and historyo 
Written expression slightly better than oral. 
Had had excellent training in oity graded schools; two years 

in ci ty high school, but had failed·. Out of school two years before 
entering here. 

Had done little in English before, because it was never made 
interesting to him. . 

Home oommunity used excellent English. 
Pamily used excellent English . an.d corrected him closely. 
Had rea.d much, but chiefly very exciting fiction and some tram. 

Did excellent work in the cour8e~ Was very ~uoh interested in it and 
it was 8 ,pleasure to t .he teacher to see the transformation in him 
during the year. This course undoubtedly. was a great factor in 
keeping him in sohool. 

No. 12. Boy, lS years, from rural community, preparing for agricultural 
department. . 

Interested in farm work, SUnday school work, athletics, society, 
mathematics, science, and English. 

Muoh better in wri tt·en than oral expression." 
Completed averag~ ru~al grade school, then attended good priVate 

preparatory sohool ODe year. . 

him. 

Previous Engll$h traiJ1.ing, except in private scheill, .ery poor. 
Homeeommuni ty used incorrect English and so could not eorrect 

Had never read to amount to anything outside books studied in schooL 
Somewhat dull·, but ve-ry hard-working student. Very timid, but 

developed .a good de~l un4er audience method. 
" . 

No. 13, Girl, 19 years, from rural commUnity, -preparing for t &aching. 
Interested in social gatherings, German and hlitory. 
Unable to express herself to any advantage orally; good written 

eKpression. 
Very· varied and poor grade work in rural, .ixed and gradsQ schools. 
One year's previous work in good private preparatory school. 
Home oommunity used very poor English. 
Family used fair Engl1.sh and corrected her often. 
Had read a · good deal, :llpiefly in standard authors and in. books 

for girls. .~ 
A very timidl pard~working girl of average intelligence, hamper

ed oonsiderabl, lily l1l-h$8.1th and too much outside work. She devel
oped a great deal under the personal help possible in the conferenoes. 
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No.~. Boy, 16 years; from small town~ preparing for law. 
Interested tn athletic~, girls, reading, politics, English and , 

A..rnerican hi story. 
Much better in written than in oral expression. 
Previous grade education in rural schools, with exception of 

parts of two years in large city. Highschool work taken in T.C.H.S.; 
sophomore. 

Home communit~ used good English. (Rural communi ty was strong-
ly in~uenced by a good denominational college ). ' 

Mother used"iggod English and corrected him carefully. 
Had read a great deal, but chiefly books of adventure for boys, 

and fiction. 
Boy of good intentions, but a slow thinker, lazy and inclined 

to waste his time in foppish pursu1ts. -

No. 15. Boy, 17, years, fro!ll southern state, preparing for academic before 
business career. ' 

Interested in business, athletics, soleBoe, history, and mathe-
matics. ' 

Oral expression much better than written. 
Had had a very irregular schooling, with two years of fair high 

school work. 
English not given much attention in previous education. 
Home ' community used fair English. 
Family used very good English and corrected him. 
Had read much light fiction. 
Brilliant talker, but very superficial and iuclined to put up 

a brave front when he really had little to back it with. ' Was i~ 
class only the second semester. Knew his failing and tried tQt~'Q'ver
oome it, but was not wh'olly successful. 

No. 16. 
Girl, 18 years, from cultured s~all city, preparing for teaching. 
Intereseed in few things here in Columbia. Interested in 

English work, particularly ~1terature. 
Better in written than oral expression. 
Had graduated from a high school. 
Had had very poor English work, no composition whatever. 
Oommunity used fair English. 
Family used good English and , corrected her frequently. 
Had read a great deal; varied, but good range of books. 
A studen.t of average ability, bUt peculiar. Impossible to get 

her to ohange her mind after she 01'1,0& formed an opinion. 

No, '1)17. Boy, 17, years, preparing for academic work with possibly some sort 
of literary work later. 

Interested in athletics, horses, reading, maohinery, photography, 
school work, English and history. 

Better in written than oral expression, but good in both. 
Grade work taken in excellent schools, but in seven different 

towns. 
One year,' ,~cl?- in two good high schoo1s,previously. 
E&~ellent previous Hnglish training, including theme work, mainly 

formal. < 

Home communities used ,good English as a rule. 
Family used good Engli~~h and corrected him 8incessantly. 
Had read a great deal, but mainly in boys' books of adventure and 

light fiction. 
A bright boy, good student in everything, but with unusual ability 

in composition work. Was doing special work. 
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No. 18. Boy, 14 ye~rs, from cultured small city, prep~ring for 
journalism. , 

Interested in everything pertaining' to newspaper 'work, athlet
i CSt Better oral than wt-rtten elCpra.ssion, but geo 'in both. 

Previous sohooling rath'er beie':f', l>Ut goo'd.. Had gained much gen
eral lmowledge from trav~ling, reading arid doing reportorial work. 

Had not had n;luch Engli sh training, bu,t had read wi daly in ' 
standard works. Had. always associate'd wi th persons older than him-
sel~. . 

Family used excellent English and formerly corrected him, but 
he had reacheC a stage wher~ ~.~ did not need this. 

Had read widely in history, biography and classics, and good 
current magazines. ' 

Brilliant 'student in. all subjects requiring logical .hought. 
Very quick, but nervous and impatient. Very easy for hi!Il to get 
gi .st of anything. 

No. 19. Girl, 16 years, trom cultured small etty, prepar~g for teaching. 
Interested in athletics, reading, social gatheri:A'gs, history 

and English. 
Oonsiderably better in oral than in written e~preBslon. 
Grade work taken in good small city schools and private schools. 
One year in good high school previously. 
Good previous English work, but had failed in. cO!IlpGsi tion the 

year s&r~~1 in another high school. 
Home communi~y ueed good English. 
Family used good English and oorrected her~ 
Had read mQch, nearly all light fiction. 
A hard-working, ambitiou.s, personally attra.ctive girl, who 

was handicapped by a temperamental inability to organize her work. 
While she never entirely overca.me this defect, she made considerable 
progress. Of a rather romantio turn of mind. 

No. 20. Through an oversigh:t. , ·'~ thls numbe·r- w" s not assigned to a student. 
The er~or.aS pot dl soov$red un·' 11 the body of the thesi s had been 
typewl-tten. ~;~, aVoid confusion, the original soheme of nU!Ilbering is 
retained. . 

No. 21. Girl, 20 years, from rural community, preparing for acade~ic 
work, later for teaohing or professi9nal nurSing. 

,'·Interested in music, elocution, !!lanual training, Engli sh and 
history. 

MUQh better in written than in oral expression. 
Oompleted an a~er8ge rural grade sohool at age of thirteen. 

Then illness kept her out of sohool for five years. Then attended 
a private preparatory school oneyear~ 

.Pr'eviousEnglish traiJl~g, except that i" preparatory school,poor. 
Home community used poor English. 
Family used good ~glish and encouraged her to do so. 
Had read considerable, chiefly good fictiQn. of lighter sort. 
A very hard worker, Wh0 did good work wverjwhere. She was hamp

ered by a lack of experieno~' , caus'ed by seclusion durin.g her illn.ess, 
but she made excellent use 0f what she did have. Very sensitive and 
required muoh enoO'uragement, but her appreoiation of the work made 
it a pleasure ~~ have her in .the class. Did special work. 
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~N~o~.~2~2~. Boy, 18 years, from village, preparing for academic work. 
Interested in ~usic, traveling, hunting and fishing, English 

science and mathemattcs. 
Rural schools only, but seldom went the ent1hre term. 
Only part of a year of high school work previously. 
Only fair rural Bohool English, no composition work. Good 

grarmnar work. . 
Home community used fair Englisho 
F&~ily used good English, brothers corrected him frequently. 
Had read a fair amount of short stories, but not many books. 

Became interested in reading from the classic work and read more lat
er in the year. 

An earnest, hard-working studen.t, of a rather slow turn of 
mind~ but wi th sound jUdgement. Developed greatly during the year. 

section 2. Record of Students' Work, 

TAB L E VII • 

SHOWING RECORD OF EACH STUDENTS'WORK IN THE DIFFERENT FORMS OF DISCOURSE*, 

student No. Narration. Description. Exposition.. Argumentation. 

* 

1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i. • . • • • . . • . .• •••...•.•.• F toG............ S. 
2 •••.••••••••••• F •••••••••••• F ••••••••••• F •••••••••••••••• G. 
3 •••••••••••••• F •••••••••••• F ••••••••••• W •••••••••••••••• F. 
4 ................ F •••••••••••• F ••••••••••• Q •••••••••••••••• G. 
5. ~ •••••••••••• F •••••••••.••• 14' ••••••••••• G •••••••••••• , ••• G. 
a •••••••••••••• 14' ••••••• , •••• F ••••••••••• w to G ••••••••••• G. 
7 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • G. • • • • • • • • • • • G. • • • • • • • • • • 14'. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ' S. 
8. • • • •••••••••• F. • • • •••••••• F •••••••••• • a ••• •••.••....•.• i>. 
9 ••••• • •••••••• W •••••••••••• W ••••••••••• a ••.•... · •....•••• F. 

10 •••••••••••••• s ............ S ••••••••••• G •••••••••••••••• G. 
11 •••••••••••••• s ........•.•• i) ••••••••••• W •••••••••••••••• F. 
12 •••••••••••••• w •••••••••••• W ••••••••••• 14' •••••••••••••••• F. 
13 •••••••••••••• G •••••••••••• G ••••••••••• W •••••••••••••••• 14'. 
14. • • • • • • • •.• • • • • lf~ . • • • • • • • • • • G. • • • • • • • • • • W. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • F. 
15 ••••••••• Not in Class •••••• F ••••••••••• W •••••••••••••••• W. 
16 ••••••••• Not in Class •••••• W ••••••••••• F •••••••••••••••• F. 
17 ••••••••• Not is Class •••••• S ••••••••••• G •••••••••••••••• S. 
18 •••••••••••••• G •••••••••••• F ••••••••••• S •••••••••••••••• 8. 
19 •••••••••••••• W •••••••••••• G ••••••••••• W •••••••••••••••• F. 
20 ••••••••• Not.Assigned.to.a.student •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
21 •••••••••••••• s ..........•• s ........... i' •••••••••.•••••• G. 
2 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • .14' • • • • • • • • • • • • F. • • • • • • • • • • F. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • G • 

In this table S means 
G m8ans 
F means 
W means 

strong 
~ 

Fair 
Weak 

work. 
wBrk. 
work. 
Work . 
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APPENDIX .Q. 

SPECIMEN THEMES BY STUDENTS OF SECTION I, ENGLISH II, 
TEACHERS OOLLEGE aIGH SCHOOL, 1907-1. 

These specimens are presented for the benefit of those readers 

who may oare to see some of the aotual work done by the students. The 

author has tried to give only such themes as fairly represent the work 

of the class. He has conscientiou~ly avoided presenting only the best 

work. In order to be fairer still, these themes are gi~en, with the ex

oeption of reproducing the handwriting, precisely as they were first hand

ed in. lPurthermore the studen.ts did not . knwQ..&. that these themes were to 

b(f. later used in this thesis. The attention of the reader i s oalled to 

a faot wel1. .1known to composi tlon teachers, but sometimes overlo~lred . by 

~{Qthers, namely, that any student is apt at ti!Iles tor various reasons to 

make stupid bikunders in his composition work, which he by no 'TIeans makes 

habitually. 

I. A BRIEF. 

This is the brief referred to On page 20. It was the first brief 
the writer handed in,and,ihaccordance with the usual custom, was 
gotten up with almost no directions from the teacher. By Student No.4_ 

To Prove "We did not out English History April 23, 1908." 

Introduotion 
I. Something ~ust be done to get the credits. There are two way&~ 

A. Staying a~ter school and making up the work. 
B. Proving it was not a cut. 

Brief .Proper:-
II. The first can not be done for:-

A. We are probably going to leave town as soon as ebhool 
is out~ 

B. If we do stay in town we will want so~e job which will 
have to be gotten as soon as sohool is out. 
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III. The seoond can be done for there is a good seal of evidence 
to show it was not cut. na~ely. 
A. Have had all of us solemnly swear i ·t was not !!leant for 

8 cut. 
B. The teacher saw us pass the window of the roo~ .they were 

. reei ting in. 
C. WEnt straight to our homes after we left the room. 

IV. The argument that we should not have gone to the Farmers Fair 
when it was so late, cannot stand for:-
A, We did not know what ti~e it was. 

v. ~he argument that we should have been to class on time can't 
stand. for:-
A. We did not know what ti~e it was until the three o'clock 

bell rang. 
B. Others have been. later, many times, than we were. 

VI. Since once before, we had class in another roo~, under the same 
oircumsta.nces and some of the students were late and aft~r 
waiting a while in our regUlar room went hO!Ile. Our case .is 
exadtly like it. ' ' 

Oonclusign. 
VII. Therefore we should not have to stay after school to make UP 

the wDrk we miss d, sinoe the others, in a oase just like -
ours, were excused. 

II. Treatment of Similar subjegt§ by Same Student at Different Times. 

of the two themes given here, (a) was Ro. 10 in Descriptlon.(See 
p.8l). (b) was the last theme under Descriptlon.(See p.42). 
While these themes · were by no means w»itten for th~ same purpose, the 
reader may easily notehowthe student improved in organization, oon
scious striving for effect, vocabulary, diotion~ sentence structure 
and ease of writing. By Student No.2~. 

(a l. A Picnic. 

Last summer I went out with a crowd of boys and girls 
on a picnic. We went to a large spring and lake about ten :niles 
from home. 

When we arri ved it was noon and ate our dinner before 
we started to bum around. We then hired some boats and intend
ed to go out upon the lake boat riding. One of the boats 
was very small and not supposed to carry more than four persons. 

We ail l wanted to cross the lake to see a large cave. 
As we did not have enough boats six of us got into the s~all boat. 
I was rowing and n.ot paying stri et attention. to where I was going 
ran into some bushes. . 

This caused some exoitement among the crowd and while 
they wer~ ·mov~ng a bout , some one stepped on the edge of the boat, 
atid this turned the . boat on' one side and it sunk. We were not 
very far from the bakk, and' the water not bein.g deep we waded out 
in safety. After getting w.et we had to give up our trip, so we 
gmt ready and went home. The rest of the crowd stayed an.d enjoy
ed a good time so they all. roasted me for being so careless. 
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( b ) • A Pi eni o. 

Last summer a crowd or bays and girls decided to attend 
a picnic. It was given in honor of the old rederal spldiers on 
a beautifUl . island not rar rroma small country town. 

It was a clear mor.ning and the dew covered plains glisten
ed as the beaming sunstr~tched its red rays over them. Later 
in the morning the sun bec8,me warmer and the air was so calm that 
not even the leaves of the trees were !TIoving. Finally small 
whi te clouds beg~,n_ to appear in the sky. New and then one would glide 
across the face of the , sun anc1 cast a shadow over the burning 
surrace of the earth. still no breeze arose and the day became 
very sultry. 

Our crowd consisted of two girls and two bays who nev~r 
borrowed trouble or dre amed of dangers until they were upon them, .. " 
The distance was about ten miles , and -we decided to dri ve i t inste~ __ d ' 
of going by rail for our road led across a beautiful prairie anell .,"" 
we were anxio'U's to see the scenery. We got a carriage and star~~a 
on our enjoyable trip about noon. When we had driven about '" 
five miles, our attention was attracted by the rolling peal of ' 
thunder. Looking to the west we saw a heavy black cloud rising. 

' It came up very fast and the thunder pealed louder and keener • . < 
The lightening befan to streak the black surface of the 'eloud by 
its constant flashes. ' ~ 

We drove very fast but when we reached our destination 
the rain had almost overtaken us. We stopped only long .enough 
to inquire about a hotel. There was only one hotel in the town 
and it had been filled long , before we reached it. The rain began 
to COIDe down in torrents and the wind was blowing a gale. ' 

We were fixing the curtains on our carriage and prepaPing 
to make the best of it when a friend driving by recognized us. 
She was very !Iluch astonished by seeing us in such a critical 
si tuation and insisted that we come immediately to -' ~ her home. 
After a short drive we reached it and were soon under shelter. 

The rain was soon over but it sP9iled our picnic plans 
so we spent the remainder of the afternoon with our friend. After 
supper we started home and enjoyed a beautifUl moonlight drive. 

III. Improvement Produced By Oonsiderati0n. fQrAudience. 

These two themes show the improvement made by Student No.17 in 
choosing a good subject and treating it in an interesting way. He 
entered the class the second se!Ilester and conseg.uently had not had the 
work in organization gained from narration. (a) is his first theme, 
and (b) is one written three weeks later. He dhose both subjects of 
his own accord. 

(a) • A Shop. 

Having entered a shop on Broadway and found it temporarily 
deserted by the clerks, I paused near the fron.t and gazed about me. 

High rows of shelves extended down the centre of the 
room, while at the rear could be Been a pla~e fitted up for picture
framing, with benches, tools, and long str"ps of mOUlding. 

A more careful examination of the shop showed me that 
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(a). Continued. 

the shelves were filled with books of all description~ On some 
of the counters were glass show cases, filled with lea.ther goods, 
novelties, and writing ~aterials and accessories, while others 
we~e piled high wi th school tablets, note-books, and ~8gaz1nes. 
The tables running down the centre were filled for the most p~rt 
wi th cheaper books s-et out for in.spection, and colored post
card views. 

Then e. clerk returnede.nd I turnea my attention to other 
things. 

(b) • Seven Falls. 

It was a delightfully crisp and refreshing morning when 
I left Oolorado Springs one summer mn a tl*ip to Seven Falls. The 
way lay along a hard, narr9w road which wound its tortuous way 
along the roclty ' mountain--side and at times the road was threaten
iuid by ove.r-hanging oliffs, at times by yawning chasms whic h made 
it shrink close to the rocky wall on the inside. In one place 
I passed over a wooden bridge of roughly hewn logs and a little 
farther on I was halted by a toll-gate until the aged tender came 
out of his s~all, half-hidden hut and allowed me to pass. At 
last, coming around a sudden turn in the road, I saw a small 
rest-house sitting at the feet of the wonderful phenomenon I had 
come to see. ' 

Here, before me, a mighty yet very beautiful, seven
linked chain of silvery water dose on a background of dull, gray 
rock, surrounded en all si des by stern and sullen mountains,. 

Although the mountains rise all around nearly perpen-
di cularly, through a pa.ssageway torn in the!l1 by some Ti tani chand, 
the brave little mountain stream co~es down in seven superb leaps, 
leaving seven nmtsy pools between its leaps. The small adventurer 
then races off again among the trees, satisfied with its lowered 
position in the world as long as it does its master's will. 

At the top of the falls were a few rs,ther small pine 
trees rooted in the rocks and gravel and sparse grass, while a 
Ii ttle lower down were. a few mOre trees which seemed to gain 
their sustenance from rocks alone, for nothing else was visible. 

At the left side of the falls were severHl continuous 
flights of steps ingeniously fastened to the mountain-side, by 
which I was able to gain the top of the falls and to drink some 0 f 
cool, crystal water from the stream. 

After gazing abo~t me for a while I retraced my way down 
the steps and I was co~pelled to take two hundred ·and twenty-five 
steps to accomplish the distance taken b~T that simple child of 
nature in seven leaps. I left this place well satisfied with my 
outing an.d carried away the thought that man is very puny when 
in the presence of God's works of nature. 
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IV. Imprgvement in peftniteness of Purpose. 

In these two themes, may be seen the improvement made by stu
dent .0.21 in unity, definiteness of purpose and use of specific words 
in descriptive writing. (a) was her third and (b) her sixth theme 
in desc:biption. 

(a) • The crossroads church. 

One evening I went to my home church to preaohing. 
A black cloud was , slowly rising in the s}ry. As I 

stood at the gate in front of the building I was greatly i!llpres
sed by the ghostlike appearance of the church and graveyard. 

The church is si tuated on two crossroad ' ,One road 
runs north and south, the other east and west. This struoture 
is surrounded by several aIling houses, a store, and a black~ 
smith shop, which reminds 0ne of a priest at the head of his fmock. 

As the buildi~g is seen from the front it resembles 
,an immense box with two entrances, and roof upon it. It is 
painted white and decorated with tan. 
Two fllghts of steps, which are made of wood lead into the 
two entrances. There are four double doors leading into the 
church. These doors are pa.inted a tan color. M,d last but not 
least is the steeple extending high into the air. 

The Prairie. 

One morning while we were out camping I woke real ear.ly 
to view the landsoape. It was day-break. Al light-red steeak 
was gradually rising in the east which gave to the surroundings 
a ghastly appearance in the dim-gray shadows of the morning. 

As I lOQked at the scenery the loud, shrill notes of the 
fowls in the, neighboring barnyards broke the stillness of the eir. 
Then as the sun peeped slowly from its secluded place, I could 
see in the fain.t light the farm 1ntouses dotted here and there over 
the earth. " 

From this scene !lly gaze wandered farther on to fields 
of golden grain.. A heavy dew had fallen in the night, and the 
dew-drops shone upon them. Some parts of the fields were illum
inat'ed wi th light, while other parts were dark, lil{e a dreary 
solitary place when the sun slowly envelopes it. 

The sun had at last burst forth from its haunt and we ' 
were ready to continue our journey. 

v. Improyement in Ib.gughl1 ' Organization. 

In the two following themes, the reader !nay note the improvement 
in thought organization made by student No.19 who wa.s, it will be noted 
in Appendix l, pa.ge 90, very weak in this respect. It will ~e seen 
that as her thought has cleared up, ner sentence structure has cor
respondingly improved. (8) was the ' first 'and (b) the fifth theme in 
'descr1PP1on. (see Ohap. II, Sect. V~A. 
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v. Im~rovement in ThQught Qr~snization. (Continued). 

(a) • "The Agriculture Building." 

Upon entering the campus, of the University of Missouri, 
the first building to the right is known as the Agriculture Hall. 
Thi,s is the only building that escaped the destruction of fire 
in 1892, an.d is principally noted for its difference from the hand
some buildings surrounding it. 

Its stille of architecture is a relic ~f the days when 
designers believed in but very little adornment. The idea of 
beauty does not enter very largely into the de~ails of th~s 
building, but what it lacks in this respect, it more ths.n makes 
up in substantia.l qua.lity. The building is fouX' . stories high, 
almost square, an.d the exterior is entirely lacking of ornamen
tation. 'On the left side of the rear, on the r~ef is an old 
belfttry. Eight ston. sste~ lead up to the main entrance, whiohh 
is in the center of the ft'"ont. The double doors are heavy, made 
of an endurable wood. 

In front there are four large windows on the first fi>oor 
while on the third and fourth there are six each. 

It is not very imposing according to modern idea, but it 
cannot but help to impress one with its Simplicity. 

(b). A Historical Building. 
One . day while ' walking in a di stant part of the town., I 

stopped before a two-story, red brick building, covered with iv;. 
The steps, leading up to the porch were of substantial 

stone, with a high wall of stone on .ach side. On the top of 
these were small pots of flowers. Four massi ve colon!.al pillars, 
gave a stately appearance to the building. . 

The poroh was almost hidden from ou~ view by the beauti
ful vines. A heavy door of dark wood, seemed to be standing on 
guard. The door was plain, wi th the exception of a, large, brass 
knocker. 

Above 'the first floor porch, was the one of the secon.cd. 
There were also four large pillars, alm.ost covered wi th vines. 
A large, door, with shutters; stood in the middle of the porch with 
a large window in. e1 ther side. A balustrade surrounded wi th IV' 
covered the porch. The roof above this came to a point. 

although the house was almost lacking in ornamentation, it 
never failed to attract the attention, on account of its Galonisl 
style and historical memories. 

VI. An Expository Theme. 

'!he following specimen was handed in by Studen.t No.18 · f'or the 
third theme in exposition (See p.82). Por this assignment, ea.ch of 
five students read one of Addisonts representative essays. The others 
listened, took notes, and from these alone wr.te the theme. 

Addison's Range of Powers as a Writer. 

Addison's genius lay in the fact that he had a 'wide 
range of powers in writing. He was equally adept in narrative, 
de •• riptive, expository and imaginative writing. Examples of 
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his descriptive writings are found in "Account o~ a Visit to 
Westminster Abbey" and "Death of Sir Roger de Caverly". 
His imaginative descript!on is shown in his "Vision of Mirza", 
hi s t'l.arra.t1 ve in "Transmigrations of Pug", and hi s exposi tory 
in"fhe Royal Exchange." 

"The Vision of Mirza" is an account of what a Tan saw 
in company wi th a genius from the top of a !Ylounta.in. It is purely 
i!llaginati vee The !nan tells the genius what he •• es in. the valley 
below and the gen.ius explains it. The ri ver running through the 
valley is compared to that part of eternity in which the earth 
8~i8tS. At either end the river is covered by a mist represent-
ing the beginning and the ending of the world. A bridge over the 
river is compared to human life. There are trap doors on the 
bridge through which many of thep~rsons crossing fall. This 
represents death. "-The Royal Exchange" explains .. the good merchants 
do in bringing the p~ople of earth more closely *Ogetger. Addison 
represents himself going tb the 'Change' and seeing articles from all 
the different countries. He. shows how the blessings are 
divided up among the different climates so the people o~ the earth 
will have to have intercdurse with each other. 

"Account of a Visit to Westminster Abbey" describes 
Addison and a friend seeing the ~amous statues, tombs, etc. of 
the Abbey. "Tran.smigration of Pug" narrates the dif:rerent persons 
and ani!1lals into which a person was changed. It is a letter 
written by a ~an who places it beside a monkey and deceives a lady 
in.to thinking the !nonke'y wrote it. The monkey is represented 
as having been a President of a Oollege in India, a flying fish, 
an English banker, a bumblbee, and other things, be~or~h hebeoame 
a monkey. "Death of Sir Roger de Coverly" gl~es a let t er from 
a servant announcing the dea,th of his master and describes the 
scene at a London Olub when it was recieved. 

These essays show Addison's proficienBy in four kinds of' 
wri tinge There are probably faul ts in them, but they are few a.nd 
inconspicuous. There are some character sketches in several of 
the essays, but they are short and are not at · all tiresome. 
In his imaginative desoriptive essay ("Vision of Mirza-), he 
describes, so one can easily picture it to hi!1lself, e scene most . 
difficult to imagine. His humor is good and he usua,lly succeed 
in putting the reader in the desired state of mind. One oarm .. ot 
resist laughing when Addison pictures a statue in Westlh~ster 
Abbey whipping a friend's grandfather or when he asks how long 
ago Jaoob visited Scotland. His ability in satire is shown when 
he jokes about the lady's sparking days in "Transiligrations of 
Pug". He uses Simple, easily undeDstood language. This helps 
the reader considerably in the "Vision of Mirza" where the scene 
i s difficult "to imagine. Addisim !!lay moralize but it is done so 
Beatly that it is not offensive. 

In short Addison has a wide range of powers and can 
write several kinds of writing well. There are probably faults 
in his essays, but they can not be discovered without searching 
for them. 

VII. A DesQrintion. 

Written by Student No.1 about the middle of the work in descrtption. 

An Old Deserted Mine. 

The most desolate spot I know, and the one most 
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carefully shunned by the superstitious people ou our co~~un y, 
is an old e.ban.doned lead mine which has the reputation of being 
haunted. When one forces his way through the thick and tangled 
growth of brush which encloses the s~all clearing , around the ~ine, 
it is indeed a desolate sight that meets his view. 

About the center of the space is the deep, dark shaft 
with a tall, skeleton tower standing over it, while crouching 
aroun.d in the rank growth of weeds, a,re several other bUildings 
almost rotted to the ground. The heavy timbers of the tower are 
beginning to rot, and they creak and sway when the wind s~eeps 
through them. Above the crumbling roof, at "the very top 'of' 
this tall structure are two great iron pulley wheels, which are 
used to hoist the ore from the !nine. Just benea:th the 'old, rust
eaten roof, a little car track runs out to a huge dump of. gray
looking waste rook. lIhe little oar is ste,nding: ltp out half-wev 
out the track, as though work had been suddenly "s"topped while a load 
of rock was being taken out. The next story below is 
where the rock ~as crushe4, but now only the lighter pteces of 
crushing machinery are left- the heavy ones havin.g fallen throu.gh 
the rotten floors, leaving great ragged holes ·to show where they 
had been. At the foot of the tower, around the shaft is a high 
paling fence which has been almost torn away by falling ti!nbers 
and pieces of machinery. 

Bad as the oondition of the tower may be, the other 
bUildings are in a still worse state of ruin. The old blacksmith 
shop is little more than a shapeless heap of wood andiron, while 
the oil and powder houses are almost as bad. At a short distanoe from 
the tower is the engine room, with a tall, slender smokestaok 
reaching far ab~ve the roof. From one of its windows are 
are two rusty iron ropes which run to the wheels on top of th$ tower 
and then fall dangling into the shaft. . ' 

None of the picturesque beauty which generally atta.ches 
itself to old ruins is to be seen here. There is no clinging 
Ivy n.ol' woo~bine. There are no moss-oovered stones nor stately 
columns. Instetd, ev.rything is bare, exoept for a coat of grease 
and grime. Theruina4 buildings are merely heaps of rotten wood 
an.d rusty iron overgrown with rough ill-smelling weeds. The 
whole is a sceDB of desolation and ruin in which one does not oare 
to linger. 
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SPECIMEN LESSON PLANS USED IN ENGLISH II, 
TEACHERS COtLEGE HIGH SCHOOL, 1907-8. 

These lesson plans are fair speci~ens of those worked out by 

the author during the year. They are given just as they were written on 

the board f0r the students, with a few slight changes in phraseology fbr 

the purpose of making them intelligible to the reader. 

I. THE POINT OF A STORY. 
(Lesson 5 in Narration. See page 81.). 

Classics used: 
Hawthorne'. Twice Told Tales. 

The Gray Ohamp4>on .• 
The Wedding Knell. 
~r. Higginbotham's Oatastrophe. 
~~ter . Goldthwaite's Treasure. 

1. In the four stories r d, oan you fi1nd places where 
they' are espeoially interesting , If so, specify. 
Find in each the ;olnt at which you are most interested. 

2. Where, in eaoh of the stories in ·whioh you find such a 
point, does it come , (Beginning, roi ddle or end.) 

3. Can you ~1nd any previous expressions in each story that . 
help you eOr. appr,ciate the point when it 1s reached' 
If you find any such expressions, what and where are 
they? Are there any such expressions later? If so, 
specify. 

4. If you find any suoh exprssions as those mentioned in 3, 
how plainly is the pOint stated in them , 

5. On the basis of your observations from these four storie~ 
what rules can you gi ve for making a poin.t to yoWtr 
story? 

II. THE FUNDAMENTAL IMAGE IN DESCRIPTION • 
. (Lesson 2 in Desoription. See page 38). 

Qlassics used: 
Hawthorne's Twice Told Tales. (Lake Edition, S. F. & Co.) 
Eliot's Silas Marner. tt"" tf " " 

Questions: 
Examine carefully the following descriptions, takimg care to 
note exactly where they really begin and end: 
(ao) The sunrise o~ the ohUrch, T. T. Tales, p. 
(b) The spring in a~Gient times' H H 'f 

(c) The toll gate, "tt"" 
(d) The Red House parlor, S. Marner " 

47. 
177. 
241. 
63-4. 
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II. THE FUNDAMENTA1 IMAGE IN DESCRIPTION • (Continued). 

Pick out carefully what you consider to be the fundanlental 
image in. each one and Ii st the other thin~s gi ven. in each 
description. 
1. How definite and exact, as compared with the picture you 

have in mind e.after reading the whole description, do 
you find each of these fundamental images' 

2. In each case what effect do you find that the later de
tails have upon the :fUndamental image ? 

3. In each case pick out the words that seem to affect 
the rundamental image. Where do you find the~' 

4. Where in each caee do you find 'the .fUndamental i!Ilage? 
5. From the classics studied, pick out at least two other 

descriptions that you consider to have good fundamental 
images, giving reasons for your choice. 

6. WRat are your conclusions as to how to write a fundamen
tal i~age for a description? 

III. UNITY AND COHERENCE IN EXPOSITION • 
(Lesson. 4 in Exposi tion. SII. p.82. The class had had the first 

two ter~s defined in descriptmon.) 

Classics u,ed: * 
Eliot s Silas Marner, paragraph on pp.236-7 I~ Ed. 
Macaulay's Addison, paragraph on ~iddle of p.179) S.F. & Co. 

Questions: 
1. In the passage from Sil&,s Marner, what is the main thqught 

is it easily found? Where is it? What keeps it fDom being 
clear' 

Underline all the essentials in this paragraph, a.nd read 
these essentials through consecutively. What about 
the proportions of the paragraph before an&,after the 
non-essentials have been removed, 

2. Study the pass~ge from Addison. 
(a) What is the main thought in this paragraph' Where 

does it comet Compare the ease with which you find 
this with the ease with which you found the main 
thought in 1 · 

(b) Take ea.ch thought in this paragraph. Doe-s it help 
any to ~ake the big thought clear? If so, how? 
If not, why not? Take out the non-essentials; how 
much have you left? 

(c) Take the different thoughts in. thi s; does the under
standing of any of these depen d upon th.e previous 
ones? If so, how? If n.ot, tlhy not? CBangeuthe order 
of several of these thoughts; what is the re"lt' 

* This is the famous passage in which Dokly Winthrop undettakes to exp~a1n 
her ideas concerning Providence. 
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III. UNITY AND COHERENCE IN EXPOSITION. (CONTINUED). 

3. In Addison what good examples of several paragraphs 
grouped into larger units can you cite' What effect 
upon making the whole essay clear do such groupings 
have' 

4. Find at least three places in the essay up to p.188 
where Macaulay changes from one group to another. 
How does he appear to make these changes' (Take care 
to give some real .reason.) 

5. What are your conclusions as to how to secure unity 
and coherence when you are explainitig anything' 
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